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A. Mission and purpose of the program 

 

Mission 

The central mission of the Department of Languages, Linguistics, and Comparative Literature (LLCL) at 
Florida Atlantic University is to prepare globally minded citizens for successful careers in a wide diversity 
of fields—including new and emerging career areas—through comprehensive coursework in language, 
culture, and literature in an interdisciplinary context. Language study is at the heart of a strong liberal arts 
education, and our majors gain cross-disciplinary expertise in one or more areas of language study, 
including proficiency in a language other than English, academic training in the analysis of language, 
literature, and culture, and cross-cultural competence.  

Our curriculum is designed to reflect South Florida’s wide diversity and to meet the intellectual need of 
FAU’s highly diverse student population. We live by our core belief that interdisciplinarity and 
multiculturalism should be expressed in a plurality of languages and approached from multiple cultural 
perspectives across temporal and spatial boundaries. 

At the undergraduate level we offer a single BA degree in Languages, Linguistics, and Comparative Literature 
with four primary concentrations (French, Italian, Linguistics, Spanish); eight academic minors (Arabic, 
Comparative Literature, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Linguistics, and Spanish); and an undergraduate 
Certificate in English as a Second Language (ESL). At the graduate level we offer a single MA degree in 
Languages, Linguistics, and Comparative Literature with six primary concentrations (Comparative Literature, 
French, Teaching of French, Linguistics, Spanish, Teaching of Spanish); and the graduate Certificate in English 
as a Second Language (ESL). We are also one of two departments with primary sponsorship of the College’s 
Ph.D. in Comparative Studies (Track in Cultures, Languages, and Literatures).  

Our degrees prepare students for fulfilling careers in areas as diverse as: diplomacy, international relations, 
NGOs, and government service; global business, marketing, and entrepreneurship; teaching, editing, 
translation, interpretation, and the publishing world; and law and social work. Our degrees also prepare 
students to pursue advanced studies in literatures, cultures, and linguistics of our major languages, as well 
as in broader fields such as cultural studies, comparative literature, and interdisciplinary doctoral work. Our 
courses are linked to many of the College’s interdisciplinary certificate programs, including: Jewish 
Studies; Classical Studies; Women, Gender, and Sexuality Studies; Peace, Justice, and Human Rights; Film 
and Video Certificate; Asian Studies; and Caribbean and Latin American Studies.  

Our faculty members are well-respected members of their disciplines and embody our cross-disciplinary 
core values. Many have formal training in multiple disciplines and teach across disciplinary programs. 
Together, we represent over 16 nationalities, and almost as many languages. We are highly productive in 
research, teaching, and service. We are committed to curricular and pedagogical innovation, and responsive 
to the diverse learning styles, circumstances, and backgrounds of our students. We contribute to FAU’s 
international reputation, which in turn attracts students to the university.  

Our faculty also contribute substantially to the university and its wider communities through a variety of 
public programs, including lectures, film festivals, symposia, national/international conferences, book 
readings, film screenings, and a continuing education program in world languages and cultures. These 
programs strengthen FAU’s academic culture, bring different areas of the university together, and draw 
many people to campus. Importantly, these activities also contribute to high school student recruitment and 
college/university donor development. 
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We take pride in the quality and caliber of our faculty, whose academic profiles have earned the 
department multiple research and teaching awards, and in the accomplishments of our students, who are 
our inspiration.  

Board of Governors and Florida Atlantic University Mission and Strategic Plan 

Both the BA and MA degree offered by the Department of Languages, Linguistics, and Comparative 
Literature (LLCL), and all related academic programs and initiatives, are in direct alignment with the 
strategic goals as set by the Florida Board of Governors and Florida Atlantic University, as explained below. 

Board of Governors’ Programs of Strategic Emphasis 

The Florida Board of Governors has identified all degrees linked to foreign languages, literatures, and 
linguistics as Programs of Strategic Emphasis. They are included under the category of “Economic 
Development: Global Competitiveness.” The Board of Governors explicitly defines globalization as “more of 
an over-arching concept . . . rather than a specific industry or occupational area.” Florida Atlantic University’s 
Strategic Plan also places high priority on increasing enrollment in Programs of Strategic Emphasis; this is 
listed as the very first strategic action for ensuring that FAU gains national prominence for having a 
“competitive and globalized student body.” 

The series of pie charts here below demonstrates the overall makeup of FAU degrees that are delivered in 
areas of strategic emphasis. Green represents the category of globalization, where our degrees are included. 
In 2012-2013, degrees in the strategic category of globalization comprised only 3.7% of the overall total. This 
year (2018-2019), the category of globalization is projected to comprise 7.6% of the total. The contribution 
of our degrees can be tangibly measured and tracked in this metric, among others.  

 

The next chart (below) lists all of the degree areas at FAU included in the “Globalization” area of strategic 
emphasis, along with the overall number of anticipated degrees awarded for 2018-2019 in each CIP program 
area. Our department performs extremely well in this context as well; we are currently projected to be 
responsible for producing over half of all degrees in the area of globalization as strategic emphasis. 

CIP PROGRAM Area of Strategic Emphasis Anticipated # of Degrees 
Awarded 2018-2019 

French Language and Literature YES : Globalization 2 

Linguistics YES : Globalization 12 
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Spanish Language and Literature YES : Globalization 3 

International Business / Trade / Commerce YES : Globalization 14 

Our department’s approach to the teaching of languages, literatures, and cultures reflects this broader 
institutional understanding of “global competitiveness” and emphasizes the applicability of language study 
to all other disciplinary areas. To this end, we actively encourage double majors and minors, and in order to 
make it easier for FAU students to achieve these degrees, we have substantially redesigned and refreshed 
our undergraduate curriculum. Recent curricular initiatives accomplished that are linked to this include: 

• Developing three fully online minors (French, German, Spanish) 
 

• Developing fully online versions for the first four semesters of coursework (1120, 1121, 2220, 
2221) in all four of our major languages (French, German, Italian, Spanish)  
 

• Developing “mini-mester” course options for three major languages (French, Italian, Spanish) 
 

• Launching sequences of fully online coursework for both Business French and Business Spanish 
 

• Connecting the fully online course sequence in Business French to the internationally-recognized 
Diplôme de français professionnel (offered by the Chambre de Commerce et d’Industrie de Paris), 
by establishing FAU as an official worldwide testing site 
 

• Streamlining student flight plans and scheduling carefully to ensure there are no course 
“roadblocks” due to course unavailability  

Our newest curricular initiative, still in process, is reducing the number of degree-specific credits for the 
BA in LLCL from 36 credits down to 30 credits.  
 
The above initiatives are also discussed in more detail further on. 
 
 

Florida Atlantic University Strategic Plan Initiative 

 

FAU’s Strategic Plan formally identifies many other initiatives that link explicitly to the mission and goals 
of our department. These include FAU’s stated goals to:  
 

(a) Become the national model for diversity of the student body: 

• Ensure continual inclusion as a Hispanic Serving Institution (HSI): LLCL senior faculty member Dr. 
Nancy Kason Poulson was co-PI for the grant that was instrumental in helping FAU attain HSI 
designation. Our department is also the public face of Hispanic Studies at FAU, and we are a key 
link in FAU’s student recruitment efforts in South Florida’s Hispanic communities.  
   

• Pursue diversity in all academic disciplines, leveraging proximity to Latin America and the 
Caribbean to internationalize enrollments: Our department is home to Spanish and Latin American 
Studies, French and Francophone Studies, and Linguistics; many faculty members in each of these 
areas focus their research and teaching explicitly on Latin America and the Caribbean. Our BA and 
MA programs also draw many students from Latin American and the Caribbean.  

(b) Develop an academic support structure for timely student graduation: 
• Promote timely graduation for full-time graduate students: Whenever possible, we give GTAs 

priority for teaching summer courses; this allows them to take a summer graduate course with 
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tuition waiver, and it lowers their course load in their last term when they are also preparing for 
comps or writing a thesis. This has helped improve time to degree for MA students. 
  

• Develop advanced advising strategies to assist students in course selection, career development, 
“Flight Plans,” and accepting personal accountability for success: We work closely with our 
college’s Office of Student Academic Services to ensure accurate and timely advising across our 
many concentrations. We also work directly with students interested in double majoring or 
minoring to try and ensure they can complete all of their degrees in the time they have at FAU. 
 

• Elevate the use of eLearning to supplement classroom education: Our department was one of the 
earliest adopters of eLearning classroom technology. Since our last program review, we have 
developed more than 25 fully online courses that span everything from entire lower-division 
language sequences, to Intellectual Foundation (common core) courses, to upper-division major 
courses, to graduate courses. 
 

• Evaluate and update curricula to align with evidence-based practices, as established by learning 
sciences: Our department was the pilot program for the university’s new WEC (Writing Enhanced 
Curriculum) initiatives, sponsored by the University Center for Excellence in Writing. We aligned 
our undergraduate curriculum in function of this initiative. Our department is also the primary 
home of the applied linguistic branch known as Second Language Acquisition (SLA). Several of our 
faculty members are SLA specialists, and they have primary authority for the articulation of the 
lower-division basic language sequences in our department. 
 

•  Assist faculty in developing innovative instructional methodologies and designs across the 
curriculum. Our department places high value on curricular innovation informed by best 
technological pedagogies and fully supports faculty involved in these projects. Most recently, we 
established formal directorships for the online minors in French and Spanish, and we established 
a formal directorship for our Continuing Education Program in World Languages and Cultures. 
 

• Optimize academic scheduling: Our scheduling meets student need while not exceeding our 
allocated resources. We cross-list across levels (upper-division BA with MA; MA with PhD) and 
often add specific course compacts (in lingua work, research-focused project, honors compact, 
etc.) to regular courses, thus guaranteeing a steady rotation of topics and area coverage.  

(d) Expand opportunities for undergraduate students to participate in discovery-based learning: 

• Invest significantly in on-campus internships: This past summer (May 2018) we launched the LLCL 
Student Internship in Marketing and Social Media Outreach. This is a paid internship advertised 
through FAU’s Career Center; our department provides all of the funding for it. The internship 
position has transformed the way we advertise our programs to the FAU community, and provides 
excellent experience to the intern in the position. Our inaugural student intern is an 
undergraduate business and marketing major who studied both Spanish and Italian with us.  

(e) Promote student scholarship: 
• Increase student participation in national meetings: In the last seven years we have increased the 

average number of graduate students participating in national meetings from four per year to 15 
per year, thanks to our significant involvement in the PhD Program in Comparative Studies. This 
term (Fall 18), we had eight students delivering ten papers at national conferences in discipline. 
Next term (Spring 19), we will even have one student delivering a paper at the annual conference 
of the Modern Language Association (MLA), the conference of record for all language/literary 
disciplines. Two years ago (Spring 16), we had an undergraduate Honors major deliver a research 
paper at the National Conference on Undergraduate Research.  
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• Increase number of students publishing in peer-reviewed journals: In the last seven years we have 
significantly increased the number of student publications in peer-reviewed national or 
international journals. This past year, we had five students with eight publications in peer-
reviewed journals.  

(f) Promote excellence in educational experiences throughout all stages of life: 

• Expand lifelong learning offerings throughout the service region: In Fall 2017, our department took 
over Continuing Education language courses from the Lifelong Learning unit. In the three 
semesters that we have been running the program, we have expanded it significantly. This 
semester (Fall 18), we are running 13 different classes across eight different world languages: 
Arabic, Chinese, French, Modern Hebrew, Italian, Japanese, Korean, and Spanish. Five of these 
languages are new to the program (Arabic, Chinese, Modern Hebrew, Japanese, and Korean). In 
addition to promoting educational experiences and spreading FAU’s name, the program provides 
much-needed financial resources to our department for faculty research, student  support 
(fellowships, internships, and research/conference travel grants), and event programming 
(conferences, colloquia, symposia, lectures, film series). 

 

(g) Elevate the levels of student success beyond graduation: 

• Achieve high numbers of students employed in well-paying jobs after graduation: Many of our 
students go on to well-paying jobs. Our MA program in particular has a very successful job 
placement rate, with over 80% of graduates either finding employment directly in field or going 
on to graduate or post-professional education training. All of the public and private high schools 
here in Palm Beach County have our MA graduates working in their language departments, and 
our program is particularly well represented at the county’s private high schools and those public 
high schools with International Baccalaureate or related magnet programs. 
 

• Achieve high placement levels in graduate, post-graduate, and post-professional educational, 
training, and research programs, particularly with prestigious institutions: Our MA students are 
regularly accepted into highly prestigious graduate programs. Members of our recent MA cohorts 
have been accepted into top-ranked PhD programs in Comparative Literature, French, Linguistics, 
and Spanish at institutions such as Arizona State University, UC Berkeley, Cornell, Indiana 
University Bloomington, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, University of Miami, 
University of Michigan, Michigan State University, Notre Dame, University of Pennsylvania, and 
University of Wisconsin. 

 
FAU Strategic Plan Platforms 

FAU’s Strategic Plan distinguishes between “pillars” and “platforms.” Pillars are the main focal points of 
FAU’s overall institutional goals and strategic actions. Platforms are defined areas of scholarly activity serving 
as primary supports for, and applying equally to, all of FAU’s strategic pillars. Out of nine platforms identified, 
six are integral to our department’s overall mission and goals: 

 
(a) Community Engagement and Economic Development: Work with communities to develop tools to 

address challenges and uncover solutions that promote community development and economic 
prosperity. Our department offers degrees and certificates that lead directly to careers in teaching, 
including master’s tracks in Teaching of French and Teaching of Spanish and a certificate in ESL.  

      

(b) Diversity: Identify and promote opportunities to diversify our students, faculty, and staff – and build 
institutional cross-cultural competencies. Our faculty are diverse not only in gender and ethnicity (see 
Appendix A, Chart B2), but also in nationality and linguistic background. Our students are also highly 
diverse (see Appendix A, Charts B 4 b).  
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(c) Global Perspectives and Participation: Identify opportunities to share technology, discoveries and 
learning with other institutions across the U.S. and the globe. Our faculty have established MOUs with 
other universities; they lead Study Abroad programs for FAU [in Summer 2019, LLCL faculty will run 
programs in Italy (Venice) and in Japan (Fukuoka)], they serve as evaluators for Fulbright and other 
fellowships; they deliver papers at international conferences; and they publish their research in 
international venues both inside and outside the United States, and in languages other than English. 
Our students make a global impact as well. Recent graduates have positions with the US Department 
of State, the CIA and NSA, the Peace Corps, NGOs, and companies with a global footprint (such as 
Google). Our students go on to attend institutes of higher learning in other countries and participate 
in teacher-training programs sponsored by foreign governments, including the TAPIF (Teaching 
Assistant Program in France) Program, the JET (Japan Exchange and Teaching) Program, and the 
Federation of German-American Clubs Exchange Program. 

(d) Peace, Justice, and Human Rights: Develop programs that share best practices and promote tolerance 
and understanding of diverse cultures. All of our programs promote this. In addition, many of our 
courses focus on such topics as immigration, exile, and diaspora; underdescribed and endangered 
languages; bilingualism and identity; gender equality and justice; and access to heritage 
culture/language as a universal human right. 

(e) South Florida Culture: The region as an international hub for the arts and the humanities. Our 
department sponsors many cultural events open to the entire FAU community and to the wider public: 
film series, colloquia, symposia, lectures, book readings, in lingua theatrical performances. Our faculty 
are active in FAU student life through advisorship of honor societies and student clubs. We sponsor 
FAU chapters of three national academic societies (French, Spanish, Italian), and we provide leadership 
for Phi Kappa Phi, the nation's oldest, largest, and most selective honor society for all academic 
disciplines (Dr. Mary Ann Gosser-Esquilín serves as President of the FAU chapter).  

(f) Undergraduate Research and Inquiry: Distinction through discovery and research experiences that 
promote scholarship and graduation. Our department provides leadership for honors programs: Dr. 
Mary Ann Gosser-Esquilín serves as Coordinator of the University Honors Program, and has made 
LLCL’s Honors in the Major program a model for other departments to follow. In the past several years, 
we have had four undergraduates earn Honors in the Major (in French, Linguistics, and Spanish). Our 
faculty are also extremely involved in FAU’s undergraduate research initiative (OURI), and have won 
four competitive curricular revision grants (three in linguistics; one in World Literature) and three 
faculty/student summer research (SURF) grants (two in linguistics; one in Italian Studies and urban 
planning).  
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B.   External Review and Previous Program Review Findings  

Findings and Recommendations of Review Team 

 

Major Recommendations  
 
The Department of Languages, Linguistics, and Comparative Literature (LLCL) underwent its last full 
external review in 2012. That review made six major recommendations. Those within the control of the 
college and department have been implemented.  
 

1. The first recommendation was to increase the foreign language requirement university-wide; 
ideally, it would be raised from two semesters to four semesters, but “at a minimum, [should] be 
increased to three semesters.” Given FAU’s explicitly-stated goal of increased 
internationalization, student recruiting and retention, and global engagement, the reviewer’s 
rationale is worth quoting at some length: “Requiring only two courses of foreign language puts 
the University in a less distinguished group of universities which either have no respect for 
foreign-language instruction or which ostensibly are doing away with [it]. This is an enormous 
mistake. In fact, universities which today are making an investment in strong language programs, 
or reinvesting in strong language programs, have become beacons for serious internationally-
minded students and those who seek a higher set of expectations from their college experience, 
as well as parents who value this kind of important learning, both linguistic and cultural. . . . 
[T]hose [universities] which have built up their programs, are seeing an increase in their academic 
prestige and recruiting power because of their focus on language learning.”   

 
This recommendation was entirely outside the control of the department and the college. Furthermore, 
we must report that the language requirement has been further weakened across the university as a direct 
result of the pressures the institution faces in order to “make the metrics”—especially those metrics 
linked to the six-year (and now four-year) graduation rate and excess credit hours. Neverthless, we did 
have a few “successes”: we succeeded in maintaining the minimum-level (two-semester) language 
requirement for BS degrees delivered through the Schmidt College of Science. At this point, the only 
undergraduate degrees at the university for which the minimal two-semester language requirement is in 
effect are all BA degrees (this is mandated by state law), the BBA degree in International Business (INBU), 
and BS degrees delivered through the College of Science. None of the other undergraduate degrees at 
FAU require any language study.  
 

2. At the time the review took place, our department was benefiting from an external grant that had 
allowed us to bring in a Chinese adjunct instructor and an Assistant Professor in Arabic. 
Recommendations #2 and #5 were linked to this: first, consider making a strong investment in the 
teaching of Chinese; and second, expand the Arabic program. The goal was to continue to ensure 
the diversity of our language offerings in the context of “market demand” for language education 
in the US high school and university context. As the FAU committee noted in its response to this 
item, the goal was not so much to offer a specific set of languages, but rather to ensure that our 
department continues to be “respon[sive] to the changing nature of the modern foreign language 
department in order to remain current and progressive with respect to global political, security 
and economic trends.”  

 
After taking stock of the particular institutional environment we are in, and especially the fact that we 
cannot strengthen the language requirement at FAU, our department took a formal vote in favor of 
bolstering our more-established areas of diversity instead of targeting Chinese as a new area to grow. 
Chinese, like Japanese, Arabic, and Hebrew, demands more intensive study (and more hours of classroom 
exposure) in order for students to gain real proficiency. This, in turn, requires more significant institutional 
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commitment and resources. Another thing we considered when making this decision was the fact that we 
already have curricular commitments to Arabic, Japanese, and Modern Hebrew because they are formal 
requirements for an existing minor or major (minors, for Arabic and Japanese; the BA in Jewish Studies, 
for Modern Hebrew). 
 
Over the past seven years we have worked hard to ensure that our current range of world languages is 
sustainable in the longer term. In future years, as our current “lesser-taught” language programs gain 
stability, we will again look to add new languages to our configuration. We are particularly interested in 
Chinese and Haitian Creole.  
 
In the meantime, we consider it a success that we have been able to support all three of our “lesser-
taught” languages despite the challenging circumstances. For each of these languages (Arabic, Hebrew, 
Japanese) we were at times been forced to rely strictly on adjunct coverage, which is of course far from 
ideal and poses unique challenges at FAU: it is hard to find individuals credentialable in these areas, and 
all the more when we have the same critically low adjunct pay rate as we did ten years ago ($2,500 for a 
four-credit lower-division language course, even in cases where the instructor holds a terminal degree).  
 
Here is the concrete progress we have made in maintaining diversity in our language offerings: 
 
Japanese: We have made excellent progress on this front. Up until five years ago, we were relying on one 
adjunct to deliver all of our Japanese courses and the Japanese minor—a degree that continued to survive 
despite the lack of resources we were able to dedicate to it. Recognizing that the situation was not 
sustainable, and that we could not afford to lose this program that is immensely popular with students, 
we lobbied effectively for a full-time instructorship in Japanese. We were thus able to hire our long-time 
adjunct into a permanent line position. Her full-time presence has immensely strengthened the program. 
In addition to delivering all of the courses required for the Japanese minor, our instructor, Ms. Sumiko Uo, 
serves as faculty advisor to three student clubs focusing on Japanese language and culture, mentors FAU 
students interested in applying for the JET Program, and has recently developed a very popular FAU 
faculty-led Study Abroad program to Fukuoka. The program will run again in Summer 2019, and will be 
co-led by Dr. Michael Hamilton, our newest tenure-line linguist who will enrich the study abroad 
experience for our students by offering Structure of Modern Japanese as an upper-division Linguistics 
major elective. 
 
Arabic: We are also making excellent progress on this front. We are currently doing a national search for 
a tenure-line Assistant Professor of Arabic Studies; the person hired into the position will begin in August 
2019, and will be responsible for: overseeing the currently-existing basic Arabic language program and 
minor; growing the language program into the upper-division level and creating “bridge” courses between 
language and content; supervising all GTAs and adjuncts teaching in the program (currently, there are two 
GTAs teaching); and offering special-topics courses related to Arabic Studies for our MA and PhD 
programs. We would also like to see Arabic become a major track in the LLCL BA degree within five years.  
 
Modern Hebrew: Although we lost our full-time instructorship in Modern Hebrew about ten years ago, 
we continue to be able to offer the first four semesters of basic language courses thanks to our 
department’s highly diverse MA student population and the presence of a large Jewish community in 
South Florida.  
 
Recently, we have been exploring the possibility of including Portuguese in our departmental, perhaps 
under the umbrella of our college’s “Americas Initiative.” There is much interest in Brazil across the 
university, through various research and market-rate initiatives, and expansion into this area would be 
productive. 
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Finally, on the linguistic front, we have hired two new Linguistics faculty members whose research focuses 
on underdescribed and critically endangered languages. We therefore now have three faculty members 
working on critically endangered languages of the Americas in particular (P’urhepecha, Algonquin, 
Southern Ute, and Comanche). Endangered language research is one of the most urgent new research 
fields in Linguistics, with extremely close ties to Anthropology and other areas of social science. Our faculty 
members bring their research on these endangered languages into their classes, and through them, 
provide our students with an even deeper understanding of the immense diversity of human history 
through linguistic expression. Our program in Linguistics now has a new field of curricular and student 
research specialty: Field Methods and Documentation.  
 

3. Combine our six graduate degrees into one (or two), with multiple concentrations available, as a 
way of protecting the viability of some of our lower-enrolled programs while also providing 
additional infrastructure for the sharing of teaching resources with graduate students in all the 
current master’s degree programs, especially in the areas of language pedagogy and linguistics.  

 
We have achieved this recommendation. As of Fall 2016, our department has one consolidated umbrella 
MA degree in Languages, Linguistics, and Comparative Literature (LLCL) with six separate concentrations 
available (French, Teaching of French, Spanish, Teaching of Spanish, Linguistics, and Comparative 
Literature). The rollup is working extremely well, and has allowed us to put even more emphasis on the 
interdisciplinary nature of our curricula. In particular, it has allowed us to re-envision a set of common 
core courses for all tracks. These two core courses are FOL 6731C Foundations of LLLC and FOL 6885 
Advanced Research Methods in LLCL. (See syllabi included as part of Appendix C.) 
 

4. Add in lingua skills as a significant element of the formal Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs) for 
our BA degree assessment. At the time of the review, there was no specific in lingua student 
assessment at the level of overall program review; all elements of assessment were conducted 
through student work done in English.  

 
We have achieved this recommendation, and are continuing to develop and refine a multi-level, multi-
year assessment plan involving in lingua SLOs. This process has also led to many productive departmental 
discussions; for instance, whereas all faculty recognize the importance of assessing students’ skills in 
lingua, they are not necessarily in agreement about the relative importance of spoken skills compared to 
written skills. As these faculty members pointed out, many of our undergraduate language majors are 
heritage or native speakers, and the area where they need more development is their written skills. For 
many reasons, we have chosen to concentrate first on in lingua writing assessment. We have had 
significant institutional support for setting up a new assessment process, as discussed in further detail 
under Assessment.  
 

5. (Note: this is listed as Recommendation #6 in the external reviewer’s report) Allow textbooks to 
count as Category 1 Publications in departmental guidelines for promotion and tenure, and to 
ensure that “various kinds of books [be] considered of equal value, including co-authored 
volumes, textbooks, and edited volumes.”  

 
As a faculty, we considered this recommendation very carefully, and reached formal consensus that this 
item would best be addressed by including multiple types of book publication in the highest categories of 
refereed scholarly production and having textbook publication remain in Category 2. This consensus 
reflects the fact that our promotion and tenure criteria allow for multiple paths to demonstrate research 
productivity. Faculty do not need to produce Category 1 works in order to demonstrate productivity; they 
can also demonstrate productivity through other combinations of items (see Appendix E, Tenure and 
Promotion Criteria and Procedures). 
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Additional External Review Recommendations and Responses to Each  

The external reviewer also identified several other recommendations in support of the improved 
functioning of our unit: 
 

1. Raising GTA stipends and lowering GTA teaching loads. The recommendation made seven years 
ago was that GTAs teach no more than 6 credits per term, and receive at least $9,500 ($1,000 
more than the GTA pay rate of $8,500).  
 

Response to Recommendation #1: There have not been any changes to these parameters since the last 
program review. However, the fact that most of our language courses are hybrid format, with 1 credit 
done through online work, means that GTAs are effectively only teaching 6 in-person credits per term. 
This meets the guidelines recommended by the external review. 
 

The basic GTA stipend, as provided by the university, is still at $8,500 for the academic year, with no health 
care or other benefits provided—the same as it was seven years ago. Given that the university cannot 
make any commitment to improving GTA pay in our college at the moment, our department has taken 
the initiative to raise GTA pay slightly by requesting more Provost’s Fellowships to recruit incoming 
students, and by using departmental Foundation funds to provide anywhere from $500 to $1,500 in 
supplementation of the standard GTA yearly stipend. We also prorate the GTA stipend for those teaching 
non-hybrid courses (Arabic and Hebrew) to ensure equitable pay for in-class teaching—these GTAs receive 
about $10,000 per year instead of only $8,500.  
 

2. Continuing to explore the use and efficacy of hybrid instruction to allow greater flexibility in 
program scheduling for students and faculty.  

 
Response to Recommendation #2: At the time of the program review, we had just implemented hybrid 
course delivery for the first several semesters of the French, German, Italian, and Spanish lower-division 
language sequences. We have now reached full hybrid implementation. These have been very successful, 
with faculty in each relevant program continuing to make significant investment in further developing and 
refining these sequences. It is noteworthy that all categories of instructional faculty have been involved 
in teaching these courses: tenure-line and non-tenure-line full time faculty; adjunct faculty; and graduate 
teaching assistants. The hybrid model has created stronger uniformity between sections and programs.  
 
We have continued to invest significantly in developing and implementing additional innovative course 
formats that allow for greater flexibility in program scheduling, and better use of resources, as follows:  
 
Fully Online Course Delivery: This is the most mainstream “new” course format. We have been university 
leaders in taking up this model, and doing it with pedagogical rigor. We have developed online basic 
language sequences in French, German, Italian, and Spanish. We have also developed three fully online 
language minors (French, German, Spanish), with Italian soon to follow. We have also invested in two 
faculty support positions for online delivery: Director of the Online Spanish Minor and Director of the 
Online French Minor. We have also developed fully online Intellectual Foundations core courses for the 
university: LIN 2607 Global Perspectives on Language, LIT 2100 Introduction to World Literature, and LIN 
2001 Introduction to Language. LIN 2607 is especially critical as an online offering, since it helps alleviate 
the university’s chronic shortage of available seats in the “Foundations of Global Citizenship” category 
and it also is proving quite effective in attracting students to the Linguistics track of the LLCL BA.  
 
 “Fast Track” or Mini-Mester Course Delivery: As of Fall 2017, our department made significant investment 
in the “Fast Track” course delivery modality—one of the newest scheduling innovations at FAU. A Fall or 
Spring Fast Track course is completed in only seven weeks instead of the typical 15; students can therefore 
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take both semesters of a language sequence in only one semester, thus completing a full year’s curriculum 
in one semester, and the two-year basic language sequence in only one academic year. This gives FAU 
students a better chance of being able to fit in a second major, a minor, or career-enhancing language-
oriented experience. In the case of students who simply are taking language for the exit language 
requirement (known as FLEX), offering the ability to take both levels (1120 and 1121) in only one term 
helps the university achieve better time-to-degree metrics.  
 

3. Setting enrollment caps that are sensitive to the budgetary constraints of the university yet 
closer to those recommended by the Modern Language Association: “Note the Department is 
currently teaching at cap levels TWICE the size that is recommended by the MLA.”  

 
Response to Recommendation #3: The maximum enrollment cap for our basic language courses (the 
1120, 1121, 2220, and 2221 levels) has not changed since the time of the program review; it is still at 24, 
precisely double that recommended by our governing professional organization. The reasons for this are 
entirely pragmatic, and entirely outside of our department’s control. Institutional budget pressures are 
immense, and show no signs of easing up.  
 
However, there is a closely related issue where we have had the opportunity for productive action: 
allowing language courses with lower enrollments that do not meet a general, administratively-set 
minimum to run. This specific issue was addressed on page 5 of the external review report: 
 

A particularly detrimental administrative practice for a language department is forcing the cancellation of 
courses with lower enrollments. Upper-level language courses and courses offered in nascent language 
programs are often particularly susceptible to low enrollments. Upper-level language courses in the best 
programs and at the best universities tend to have smallish enrollments; this is natural, given language 
course enrollments typically start with no more than 24 students, there is attrition from one year to the next, 
and the fact that one moves through a lock-step process of courses from lower to higher level. Yes, there are 
classes that need to be cancelled because of low enrollment, but having five students in a third- or fourth-
year language class can be an enormous accomplishment, all things considered, and such classes should 
not be cancelled because of enrollment. 

 

In this context, our department has had measurable success in providing detailed, compelling, fact-based 
rationales for allowing certain lower-enrolled classes to run. We would especially like to thank the Office 
of the Dean for their support of the modern languages, and for their understanding of the specific context 
we are working in. As a department, we are very careful about which lower-enrolled courses we ask to 
have exempted. As responsible stewards of our resources, we are careful to ensure that our programs 
offer what students need when they need it. We always seek to maximize instructional resources without 
sacrificing quality of instruction. A key part of our mission is training graduate students in cutting-edge 
pedagogy practices, and we bring this to the entire lower-division curriculum. We are especially practiced 
at maximizing resources through cross-listing across programs and across student levels 
(undergraduate/graduate, BA with MA, or MA with PhD), where necessary and feasible. Given that we 
offer courses in a wide range of instructional languages (currently: Arabic, French, English, German, 
Hebrew, Italian, Japanese, Spanish), and given that the language of instruction must be shared by all 
students, this is no mean feat. 
 
In summary, one of our most critical tasks, as the face of world languages and cultures at FAU, is to 
embody true global linguistic, cultural, and literary diversity, at the highest levels of research and teaching, 
with the very limited resources we have. Nobody at FAU would benefit if the scope of our world language 
curriculum were reduced or if the language requirement were further weakened. 
 
Summary of Major Changes Made Since Last Review 
 

Since our last program review in 2012, the following major changes have been implemented: 
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1. Effective August 2016, we implemented the consolidation of six separate MA degrees into one 
single MA umbrella degree with six major concentrations offered as part of the degree:  

MA in Languages, Linguistics, and Comparative Literature (LLCL) 
            Concentration in French 
            Concentration in Teaching of French 
            Concentration in Spanish  
            Concentration in Teaching of Spanish 
            Concentration in Comparative Literature  
            Concentration in Linguistics 
 

2. Effective August 2018, we implemented the consolidation of three separate BA degrees into one 
single BA umbrella degree with four major concentrations offered as part of the degree:  
BA in Languages, Linguistics, and Comparative Literature (LLCL) 
           Concentration in French* 
           Concentration in Italian 
           Concentration in Spanish* 
           Concentration in Linguistics 
 

*Note: For both the French and Spanish tracks, there is an option to obtain Secondary 
Education Credentialing for K-12 public schools in Florida.  
 

Importantly, whereas Italian used to be included under the Linguistics BA degree (and was not its 
own degree), it is now a separate LLCL major concentration. This brings more clarity to our 
undergraduate degree offerings, and provides closer parallel to the other major languages.  

 

Our department is currently working on a proposal that would recommend implementing 
Comparative Literature as a separate BA LLCL major concentration. We are still in the planning 
stages, and are looking closely at various “flight plan” options and configurations. 
 

3. Expansion of full-time faculty positions, with 4 tenure-track positions added (one of which was 
formerly an instructor line). At the time of our last review, we had 16 tenure-line faculty members 
and 11 full-time instructors; as of Fall 2018, we had expanded to 20 tenure-line positions and held 
steady at 10 full-time instructor positions (including one in Japanese, an area where previously 
we did not have a full-time position). With the financial backing of the Center for eLearning, we 
have also established a new instructorship for French (the position serves our new initiatives 
linked to French for Professional Purposes, the French Online Basic Language Program, and 
coordination of the French Online Minor) and a new coordinator position for the Spanish Online 
Minor. 
  

Our priority has remained the hiring of tenure-line faculty (where feasible) to increase our 
research and grant productivity and provide strong mentorship of GTAs. Given our PhD program 
involvement, it is also critically important for us to prioritize PhD and/or MA GTAships wherever 
possible, while also preserving the stability of our instructorship cohort in well-served areas and 
even increasing it in certain areas (such as Japanese). Obtaining new tenure-line positions has 
been especially critical in recent years given that several tenure-line LLCL faculty members have 
taken on significant administrative roles at FAU: Dr. Michael Horswell, the prior chair, became 
Associate Dean in December 2012 and was named Dean of the College of Arts and Letters in 2017; 
Dr. Mary Ann Gosser-Esquilín serves as the University Honors Coordinator.  
 

Having healthy numbers in each instructional category also ensures that we can fulfill multiple 
critical departmental functions. Tenure-line faculty members provide research/grant productivity, 
strong PhD/MA student mentorship, increased engagement with undergraduate research and 
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other distinctive student opportunities, and vital institutional service. Full-time instructional 
faculty provide excellence and stability in instructional service, especially to our critical 
undergraduate populations, and bring their fresh ideas and energy to new departmental 
initiatives; several of our instructional faculty also hold the terminal degree, conduct research, 
and provide research mentorship to students at all levels. And our PhD and MA GTAs are the 
future of the profession; we place strong emphasis on giving them the best academic and 
professional mentorship possible. 
 

Expansion of tenure-line faculty is in keeping with the external reviewer’s report and 
recommendations, which strongly recommended “increas[ing] the number of permanent 
positions in the Departmental instructional cadre, which would create a more stable situation for 
course staffing” and would allow the department to minimize (to the extent possible) its reliance 
on adjunct faculty. We feel that we have made very good progress on this front, especially given 
the tight budgetary restrictions we have been operating under for many years. 
 

Our Fall 2018 Spanish lower-division offerings provide a quick snapshot of this progress. Our 
Spanish section currently has 34 individuals, of whom 9 are tenure-line faculty, 5 are full-time 
instructors, 16 are GTAs (5 PhD, 11 MA), and 4 are adjuncts. This term (Fall 18), our department 
is delivering 53 lower-division Spanish sections, and only 11% of those courses are covered by 
adjuncts. PhD GTAs are covering 13% and MA PhDs are covering 40%; full-time instructors are 
covering 34% and tenure-line faculty are covering 2% of the Spanish lower division. 
 

4. Effective August 2014, we reconfigured the faculty administrative service support positions 
inside the department to enable us to respond more effectively to the ever-increasing and highly 
data-driven administrative obligations under the Florida statewide university system (SUS) new 
metrics-driven funding model: 

 

(a) We were allowed to appoint a Director of Undergraduate Studies and a Director of  
              Scheduling, both of which are critically important support positions. The Director of  
              Undergraduate Studies addresses all queries and action items involving FLEX (the  
              Foreign Language Exit Requirement), including assessment of the few paper-based  
              translation exams we still deliver. The Director of Scheduling convenes all departmental  
              sections to discuss and plan out curricular offerings, ensures that there are as few  
              scheduling conflicts as possible, and enters the schedules into the university’s scheduling  
              software. The scheduler also keeps track of individual scheduling items/requests as  
              needed. Our department has one of the most complicated and labor-intensive schedules  
              in the entire university, involving multiple disciplinary areas and degree levels (BA, MA,  
              PhD), multiple cross-listings, and multiple areas where students are double-majoring or  
              taking coursework in multiple areas. Scheduling is one of the most labor-intensive duties  
              in our department, and having a position dedicated to this is essential.   

 

(b) We were also permitted to increase the hours for our secretarial position from 20 to 30  
             hours a week. This has given us much-needed support, especially since the position also  
             is the primary source of support for the Director of Graduate Studies.  

5. More robust in lingua assessment of Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs). We have begun 
achieving this through our role as the pilot program for the university’s Writing Enhanced 
Curriculum (WEC) initiative.   
 

6. Successful launch and university-level integration of the English pathway program (formerly 
known as PAR) of which our department was a key participant.  
 

C.  INSTRUCTION 
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Baccalaureate Program: History 

The BA degree in Languages and Linguistics with major tracks in French and Spanish, and with secondary 
teaching certification (K-12) as options, was approved at the inception of the university in 1964. The BA 
degree in Languages and Linguistics: Linguistics was approved in 1968; a new major Italian track for this 
degree was introduced in the mid-1990s. These three degrees were in place until the BA: LLCL degree 
roll-up (finalized in August 2018). 
 
Current Baccalaureate Program: BA in LLCL 

The integration of multiple aspects of language study, including culture, literature, and linguistics, has 
always been an identifying feature of our BA offerings. This is now explicitly reflected through the new 
structure of our BA degree. Instead of three stand-alone BA degrees as in the past (French; Linguistics 
[where the Italian major was placed as a sub-track]; Spanish), there is now one umbrella BA degree:  
Languages, Linguistics, and Comparative Literature. Under this are four separate major tracks (French, 
Spanish, Italian, Linguistics). This degree rollup brings many benefits: administrative streamlining 
(program reporting and assessment among them); parallelism between Italian Studies, French Studies, 
and Spanish Studies; and a more flexible structure well suited to the creation of additional major tracks in 
new major areas (e.g., Arabic Studies, Mediterranean Studies, Asian Studies). 
 
SUS Program Comparators  

The chart below lists all of the programs in foreign languages, literatures, and linguistics in the Florida 
State University System, and demonstrates that our new BA CIP code of 16.0101 (Foreign Languages and 
Literatures, General) is in widespread use across the state university system for just this purpose. Our BA 
degree consists of 120 credit hours, as do all of the others listed. There is nevertheless some variation 
across the state system—most notably in terms of which languages are grouped together, and also as to 
whether there are multiple freestanding BA degrees still offered in the modern languages. The Florida 
universities with “Preeminent State Research University” standing have for the most part been able to 
retain multiple BA degrees. The University of Central Florida is perhaps unique in having an undergraduate 
degree under CIP 16.0101 for students interested in pursuing K-12 secondary subject area certification for 
teaching in the public schools.  
 

 
 

 
 
Establishment of Student Learning Outcome Assessments (SLOAs): 
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Our focus on the integration of multiple aspects of language study is reflected explicitly in our goals for 
student learning, as described in the current Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs).  
 
Two SLOs are common to all BA tracks, as follows:  
 

Outcome 1: Majors in the Department of Languages, Linguistics, and Comparative Literature will 
demonstrate knowledge and mastery of key vocabulary, theories, and concepts specific to 
language study. Additionally, they will understand how the different subfields of linguistics 
address different aspects of language; they will know how to distinguish between popular beliefs 
about language and those insights about language drawn from rigorous scientific inquiry; and they 
will be able to connect their new knowledge about language with important issues in 
contemporary culture and society. 
 

Academic Learning Categories related to this outcome are: Content Knowledge (Procedural; 
Declarative); Communication (Written); and Critical Thinking (Practical Skills; Analytical Skills). 

 
Outcome 2: Majors in the Department of Languages, Linguistics, and Comparative Literature will 
demonstrate the ability to write a substantive written research paper that performs advanced 
interpretation and analysis of a literary work, a cultural topic, or a linguistic problem by drawing 
from various perspectives of literary or linguistic history, criticism, theory, and/or principles of 
structural analysis. Student research papers are expected to exhibit mature critical thinking, clear 
and persuasive argumentation, and cogent writing that is grammatically correct, well organized, 
and properly formatted according to disciplinary standards.  
 

Academic Learning Categories related to this outcome are: Content Knowledge (Procedural; 
Declarative); Communication (Written); and Critical Thinking (Practical Skills; Analytical Skills). 
 

Outcomes 1 and 2 are assessed through work written in the context of our two English-language common 
core courses: LIN 3010 Intro to Linguistics (in the case of Outcome 1), and FOL 3880 Research and 
Bibliographic Methods (in the case of Outcome 2). The third SLO is tailored to the discipline and language 
of study, and the site of assessment therefore varies accordingly. 
 

Outcome 3: Demonstration of General and Higher-Level Disciplinary Research Skills: Majors in the 
Department of Languages, Linguistics, and Comparative Literature will demonstrate knowledge 
and mastery of general disciplinary research skills. All students will demonstrate the ability to 
conduct research using a wide variety of discipline-appropriate resources, in English and (in some 
cases) in lingua, that include electronic library catalogs, databases, and various print and 
electronic sources worldwide. We further expect LLCL majors to demonstrate the ability to 
evaluate the basic scholarly appropriateness of a given source for a discipline-specific research 
paper. Demonstration of Higher-Level Disciplinary Research Skills: Additionally, it is expected that 
majors in the ___________ (French, Spanish, Italian, Linguistics) track will demonstrate at least a 
basic familiarity with in lingua discipline-specific research and methods, as evidenced by the 
production of a research paper written in the context of ________ (a specific upper-division major 
course or series of courses).  
 

Academic Learning Categories related to this outcome are: Content Knowledge (Procedural; 
Technical, Declarative); Communication (Written); and Critical Thinking (Practical Skills; Analytical 
Skills). 
 

 
 
For the French major track, Outcome 3 is assessed through the final research paper written for FRW 4933 
Senior Seminar (the capstone course for the track). For the Spanish and Italian major tracks, the outcome 
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is assessed through the final research paper written for one or more upper-division courses taught in 
lingua. For the Linguistics major track, the outcome is assessed through the final research project written 
for one or more 4000-level major course.  
 
Assessment of How Well Students Are Achieving Expected Learning Outcomes 

The following section presents a summary of our most recent assessment cycle (2017-2018), and a general 
interpretation of the data collected.  
 
BA: FRENCH 
BA: SPANISH 
BA: LINGUISTICS (including a separate track in Italian)  
 
Outcome 1 (with assessment and results common to all three BA degrees): 
 
Description:  
All majors in the Department of Languages, Linguistics, and Comparative Literature must take LIN 3010 
(Introduction to Linguistics) as one of two gateway courses (both of which are taught in English). The main 
goals of LIN 3010 are to develop an awareness of language as discrete disciplinary subject and to master 
basic vocabulary, theories and concepts specific to the field of linguistics. Students in LIN 3010 
demonstrate their mastery of these items through their written responses to question sets. All student 
homework sets are assessed rigorously by the course instructor according to a rubric developed and 
shared by faculty. 
 
Implementing Strategy: 
For purposes of assessing departmental BA programs, each program has regular faculty meetings 
throughout the year to discuss standardization of procedures and expectations for those courses common 
to all LLCL majors, and to propose changes to existing curricula. All curricular proposals are discussed and 
approved first in section, then in the departmental Undergraduate Programs Committee, and then finally 
at the department-wide level. The Chair, Director of Undergraduate Programs, and faculty curricular 
coordinator(s), in consultation with faculty in the relevant program, see that any relevant program data 
are reflected in the SLOs (Student Learning Outcomes). 
 
An ad hoc committee of departmental faculty will evaluate a representative sample of student short-
answer question sets from LIN 3010. Students' knowledge and mastery of key vocabulary, theories, and 
concepts in linguistics will be ranked according to a five-level rubric, as follows: (1) superior; (2) exceeds 
expectations; (3) meets expectations; (4) below expectations; and (5) inadequate/emerging. More 
specifically, student responses will be analyzed for correctness, accuracy, and detail using a rubric as a 
general guide to ensure consistency of elements analyzed and terms used for analysis. All student 
responses that are judged to be successful (either "superior," "exceeds expectations" or "meets 
expectations") must clearly demonstrate comprehension of the course material by providing clear and 
accurate definitions using specific disciplinary terminology correctly, and where 
applicable, demonstrating solid, logical analysis of the linguistic problem or question. Responses that are 
rated "excellent" and "exceeds expectations" will demonstrate greater attention to detail and analysis 
than a response rated "meets expectations." Responses rated "below expectations" will not provide 
adequate detail or analysis, or will offer partially incorrect detail or analysis. Responses rated 
"inadequate/emerging" are those which do one of the following: fail to respond to the question or 
problem, offer egregiously incorrect information or interpretation, or use material which is partially or 
wholly plagiarized.  
 
Criterion for Success: 
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We expect that of the question sets analyzed at least 80% will receive, at a minimum, an evaluation of 
"meets expectations." We further expect that among these 80%, 10% or more will receive an evaluation 
of "exceeds expectations."  
 
Data Summary: Analysis and Evaluation:  
Material Gathered for Analysis: For the 2017-2018 academic year, 20 question sets from LIN 3010 were 
chosen at random for analysis. Of these data sets, 4 (or 20%) were scored "excellent," 4 (or 20%) were 
scored "exceeds expectations," 8 (or 40%) were scored "meets expectations," 3 (or 15%) were scored 
"below expectations," and 1 (or 5%) was scored "inadequate/emerging."  

 

Evaluation: The assessment committee was pleased to see that the overall percentage of question sets 
meeting or exceeding the benchmark was 80%. The committee feels that the choice of textbook is a good 
one, as it supplies students with ancillary practice materials, which faculty can enrich by constructing test-
question pools inside Canvas. Monitoring students’ progress frequently through quizzes and other regular 
homework assignments is proving very useful as well. The committee notes that there are certain 
theoretical subfields where students have more difficulty grasping and retaining key concepts; phonetics, 
phonology, and syntax chief among them.  
 
Program Improvement: 
As a department, we are continuing to make it a priority to pay extremely careful attention to the staffing 
of LIN 3010. This course is given to full-time faculty with strong research expertise and strong teaching 
skills. We recognize that this is a course where we do more than just "make" Linguistics majors—we also 
give critical linguistic exposure to all of our majors, and it strengthens all of them. 

Our Linguistics faculty will continue to coordinate the delivery of LIN 3010 through a careful rotational 
cycle, such that our research-active full-time faculty provide the instruction for this course. The rotation 
is constructed to allow students to receive regular exposure to a wide variety of subfields in Linguistics, 
including those theoretical subdisciplines which tend to be the most challenging (morphology, syntax, 
phonology, and psycholinguistics). Our Linguistics faculty remain confident that this will help give our 
undergraduate majors in all tracks even better preparation for advanced (upper-division) coursework--
not simply in theoretical linguistics (morphology, syntax, phonology, psycholinguistics), but also better 
preparation for in lingua language, culture, and literature courses. We will continue to staff this gateway 
course with dynamic, innovative, pedagogically committed, research-active full-time instructors. 

As we look to reshape our degree core in light of our August 2018 BA degree rollup, we are investigating 
various ways in which we can create possible curricular points of intersection between Introduction to 
Linguistics and Introduction to Literary/Cultural Studies. This is under active discussion, and faculty are 
meeting in early January 2019 to discuss different ideas. 

In summary: LIN 3010 continues to be an excellent site through which to recruit especially strong 
undergraduate students, and through which to stimulate their research interest in the field of 
Linguistics. We are also continuing to observe that requiring all of our students to take Intro to Linguistics, 
as well as one other Linguistics course in lingua, enriches their undergraduate experience and gives them 
stronger language skills both in English and in lingua, overall.  
 

 

 

Outcome 2  
 

Outcome Description: (common to all our BAs) 
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Majors in the Department of Languages, Linguistics, and Comparative Literature will demonstrate the 
ability to write a substantive written research paper that performs advanced interpretation and analysis 
of a literary work, a cultural topic, or a linguistic problem by drawing from various perspectives of literary 
or linguistic history, criticism, theory, and/or principles of structural analysis. Student research papers are 
expected to exhibit mature critical thinking, clear and persuasive argumentation, and cogent writing that 
is grammatically correct, well organized, and properly formatted according to disciplinary standards.   
 

Assessment Method: (common to all our BAs)  
All majors in the Department of Languages, Linguistics, and Comparative Literature must take FOL 3880 
(Research and Bibliographic Methods), one of two English-language gateway courses for all departmental 
majors. The main goal of FOL 3880 is to train students to develop their own research project and bring it 
to full completion through production of a written research paper. As part of this process, students 
identify an appropriate disciplinary question, perform a basic review of the literature, establish a thesis 
statement, and create a compelling argument based on textual support both from the primary resource 
and secondary sources that have been identified.  

 
All student papers are assessed rigorously by the course instructor according to a rubric developed and 
shared by faculty and communicated clearly to students. The rubric focuses closely on individual elements 
of written communication and critical thinking. An ad hoc committee of LLCL faculty will evaluate a 
representative sample of student research papers written in the context of FOL 3880. Students’ written 
communication skills as demonstrated in these papers will be ranked according to a five-level rubric: 
“excellent,” “exceeds expectations,” “meets expectations,” “below expectations,” and 
“inadequate/developing.” NB: Any student whose final research paper for FOL 3880 receives a non-
passing grade by the FOL course instructor will not receive a passing grade and must retake the entire 
class, even if all other elements of the course have been completed satisfactorily.  
 

Criterion for Success: (common to all our BAs) 
A statistically significant set of final papers from FOL 3880 will be analyzed both in terms of argumentation 
and critical thought, and in terms of writing (rhetoric and mechanics). All responses that are judged highly 
successful (either “excellent” or “exceeds expectations”) will offer a clear thesis that is fully supported by 
a well-structured argument grounded in both primary and secondary sources. They will also demonstrate 
smooth, clear, logical, and mechanically correct writing which effectively reinforces the overall argument. 
Responses judged minimally successful will have a thesis, but will also demonstrate one or more of the 
following: overall argumentation that lacks clarity or organization; minimal support of the argument with 
primary and secondary sources; writing marked by some mechanical errors; and no sustained rhetorical 
proficiency. Responses judged not successful (“below expectations” or “inadequate/developing”) will 
have one or more of the following characteristics: lack of a clear or relevant thesis; lack of clear 
argumentation or structure; inadequate, inaccurate, or misleading use of primary and secondary sources; 
writing marked by excessive mechanical errors; writing demonstrating inappropriate 
(nonacademic) linguistic register; plagiarism.  

We expect that at least 80% of papers will, at a minimum, "meet expectations." We further expect at least 
10% of these to to be ranked "excellent." Finally, we expect less than 5% of papers to exhibit plagiarism.  

Data Summary: Analysis and Evaluation:  
(the course section serving as site of evaluation is specific to each of LLCL’s disciplinary branches) 

BA: French, BA: Italian, BA: Spanish 
For the 2017-2018 academic year, 20 final papers from the literary-specific section of FOL 3880 were 
selected at random for scoring. Of these final papers, 1 (5%) was scored “Excellent,” 3 (or 15%) were 
scored “Exceeds Expectations,” 10 (or 50%) were scored “Meets Expectations,” 4 (or 20%) were scored 
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“Below Expectations,” and 3 (or about 15%) were scored “Inadequate/Emerging.” One of the three papers 
scored “Inadequate/Emerging” was a clear-cut case of plagiarism; two were written by students for whom 
it was their first academic research paper written in English. 
 
BA: Linguistics  
For the 2017-2018 academic year, 20 final projects from the Linguistics-specific section of FOL 3880 (in 
Spring 18) were selected at random for scoring. Of these, 2 (or 10%) were scored “Excellent,” 3 (or 15%) 
were scored “Exceeds Expectations,” 9 (or 45%) were scored “Meets Expectations,” 3 (or 15%) were 
scored “Below Expectations,” and 3 (or 15%) were scored “Inadequate/Emerging.” Two of the papers 
scored “Inadequate/Emerging” was a case of clear-cut plagiarism. Our department takes plagiarism 
very seriously, and recognizes that in students must be extensively trained in how to recognize it and how 
to avoid it (either unintentionally, such as through sloppy note-taking practice, or intentionally, such as 
when facing a looming deadline and making a poor choice). We therefore structure all FOL 3880 
assignments with this in mind: Each class assignment represents a clear-cut stage of the entire research 
process, with the instructor carefully charting the student's ongoing research progress from inception to 
conclusion. We are extremely pleased, as a department, with our emphasis on teaching students these 
valuable research skills. We are also extremely pleased, as a department, with our commitment to 
structuring our courses and their assessments in such a way as to minimize acts of plagiarism--and with 
our willingness as a collective faculty to clearly confront plagiarism when it occurs, and to continually 
develop new pedagogical tools and practices to help minimize it.  
 

Data Evaluation: 
Our department takes plagiarism very seriously, and recognizes that in students must be extensively 
trained in how to recognize it and how to avoid it (either unintentionally, such as through sloppy note-
taking practice, or intentionally, such as when facing a looming deadline and making a poor choice). We 
therefore structure all FOL 3880 assignments with this in mind: Each class assignment represents a clear-
cut stage of the entire research process, with the instructor carefully charting the student's ongoing 
research progress from inception to conclusion. We are extremely pleased, as a department, with our 
emphasis on teaching students these valuable research skills. We are also extremely pleased, as a 
department, with our response to this: our commitment to structuring our courses and their assessments 
in such a way as to minimize acts of plagiarism, our willingness as a collective faculty to clearly confront 
plagiarism when it occurs; our actions taken to continually develop new pedagogical activities and 
practices to help minimize it, and our incorporation of guest lectures by FAU librarians on resource-
finding, note-taking, and plagiarism prevention.   
 
Our department is also working with a new Writing Center tutor in the context of FOL 3880 (see Program 
Improvement discussion section immediately below). 
 
Program Improvement: 
 Our department is addressing this learning outcome department-wide as follows: 
 
Program Improvements in the context of Literary Studies In Lingua: 
(1) As part of our ongoing department-wide implementation of a WEC (Writing Enhanced Curriculum) 
focused model of pedagogy, curricular revision, and assessment, we have created a position for an in 
lingua writing tutor. This was made possible through the joint resources of WEC and the University Center 
for Excellence in Writing. Our in lingua writing tutor is a fomer MA student and current Comparative 
Studies PhD student with native-level skill in three languages (English, Italian, Spanish); also, because he 
has taken coursework in both literary studies and in linguistics, he can provide in-depth writing support 
for both areas. His services are helping us in many areas of our curriculum.  
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(2) The ongoing maintenance of Linguistics- and literary-specific (separate) sections of FOL 3880. As 
mentioned in prior assessment cycles, this curricular change is allowing our department to send students 
whose major area of focus is literature and culture (in lingua) into one section of FOL 3880, and students 
whose major area of focus is linguistics into another section of FOL 3880. This way, students do not have 
to contend with in-depth coverage of both MLA and APA style, and students will receive feedback that is 
much more closely targeted to their area of work. This dual model for FOL 3880 is proving to be 
particularly well suited to focusing students' skill sets on literary research practices (weaving primary 
source and secondary source interpretation) as a research area that is distinct from linguistic data-set 
collection research.  

(3) As part of our new BA degree "rollup," LLCL faculty are discussing how we can re-envision our common 
degree core to ensure that we continue to promote cross-disciplinary study and skill-building. The three 
courses being discussed as part of a revamped BA core are LIN 3010 Intro to Linguistics, FOL 3880 Research 
and Bibliographic Methods, and a new course that would offer an introduction to literary and cultural 
studies across all of our languages. Department faculty are currently brainstorming various ideas, and we 
are meeting in early January 2019 to discuss the details.  

Program Improvements in the Context of Linguistics: 
The Linguistics faculty note that some theoretical fields of Linguistics (e.g., phonetics/phonology and 
syntax) are challenging for students, and students would benefit from more exposure to these. When our 
department meets in January 2019 to discuss our new rolled-up BA degree (with various tracks inside it), 
they will therefore be reconsidering the core of the program, and looking at how they can continue to 
increase students' exposure to theoretical linguistics while remaining in the confines of the four-year, 120 
credit hour mandate.  

The Linguistics faculty will also continue to support Honors in the Major projects. One additional honors 
project completed during this assessment cycle, and there are several others in the pipeline. We are very 
proud of our undergraduate research opportunities. 

Our department will continue to run a Linguistics-specific section of FOL 3880 every other semester 
(currently, in the spring term),  taught by a full-time faculty member from inside the discipline 
(Linguistics). We had no trouble implementing this programmatic shift recently, and we do not anticipate 
any problems continuing its implementation. We recognize that we will need to continue working 
proactively with our academic advisor(s) to make sure that all Linguistics students know in which term 
they need to take FOL 3880. Students also need this course at the beginning of their major coursework 
Academic advisors know about this new curricular shift, and have been announcing it to students and 
working it into students' formal flight plans.  

Outcome 3: 

Outcome Description 
General Disciplinary Research Skills (element of SLO common to all tracks): 
Majors in the Department of Languages, Linguistics, and Comparative Literature will demonstrate 
knowledge and mastery of general disciplinary research skills. All students will demonstrate the ability to 
conduct research using a wide variety of discipline-appropriate resources, in English and in lingua, 
including electronic library catalogs and databases, and various print and electronic sources worldwide. 
We further expect LLCL majors to demonstrate the ability to evaluate the basic scholarly appropriateness 
of a given source for a discipline-specific research paper. 
  
Higher-Level Research Skills: In Lingua Assessment (specific to French, Italian, Spanish BA: LLCL tracks): 
Additionally, it is expected that majors in the LLCL: French, Italian, and Spanish major tracks will 
demonstrate the ability to deploy their research skills and academic writing style effectively in lingua, as 
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evidenced in research papers written in lingua for an upper-division course. If there is an identified 
capstone course in the program (e.g., FRW 4933 Senior Seminar), this will be the course chosen for 
assessment. In lingua writing will be assessed according to the in lingua writing rubric established as part 
of LLCL’s WEC materials.   
 
Higher-Level Research Skills: Linguistics Assessment (unique to the Linguistics BA: LLCL track):  
It is expected that majors in the LLCL: Linguistics track will demonstrate the ability to deploy their research 
skills and academic writing style effectively in lingua, as evidenced by a written research project for a 
3000- or 4000-level course. If necessary, FOL 3880 will serve as the site of assessment for this SLO. 
Students will demonstrate the ability to identify an appropriate disciplinary question, perform a basic 
review of the literature, establish a hypothesis, collect data methodically, interpret the data, discuss the 
results of the research, including the limitations of the research design and methodology, and present 
written results in standard disciplinary format according to APA style.  
 
Implementing Strategy: 
For purposes of assessing departmental BA programs, each program has regular faculty meetings 
throughout the year to discuss procedures and expectations for those courses that are common to all LLCL 
majors, and to propose changes to existing curricula. (Additionally, all BA language programs have 
coordinators who administer lower division programs.) All curricular proposals are discussed and 
approved first in section, then in the departmental Undergraduate Programs Committee, and then finally 
at the department-wide level. The Chair, Director of Undergraduate Studies, and curricular coordinator(s), 
in consultation with faculty in the relevant program, will see that any relevant program data are reflected 
in the SLOs (Student Learning Outcomes).  
 
Assessment Method: 
All majors in the Department of Languages, Linguistics, and Comparative Literature must take FOL 3880 
(Research and Bibliographic Methods), one of two English-language gateway courses for all departmental 
majors. The main goal of FOL 3880 is to train students to develop their own research project and bring it 
to full completion through production of a written research paper. As part of this process, students 
identify an appropriate disciplinary question, perform a basic review of the literature, establish a thesis 
statement, and create a compelling argument based on textual support both from the primary resource 
and secondary sources that have been identified. 

All student papers are assessed rigorously by the course instructor according to a rubric developed and 
shared by faculty and communicated clearly to students. The rubric focuses closely on individual elements 
of written communication and critical thinking. An ad hoc committee of LLCL faculty will evaluate a 
representative sample of student research papers written in the context of FOL 3880. Students’ written 
communication skills as demonstrated in these papers will be ranked according to a five-level rubric: 
“excellent,” “exceeds expectations,” “meets expectations,” “below expectations,” and 
“inadequate/developing.” NB: Any student whose final research paper for FOL 3880 receives a non-
passing grade by the FOL course instructor will not receive a passing grade and must retake the entire 
class, even if all other elements of the course have been completed satisfactorily.  

A statistically significant set of final papers from FOL 3880 will be analyzed both in terms of argumentation 
and critical thought, and in terms of writing (rhetoric and mechanics). All responses that are judged highly 
successful (either “excellent” or “exceeds expectations”) will offer a clear thesis that is fully supported by 
a well-structured argument grounded in both primary and secondary sources. They will also demonstrate 
smooth, clear, logical, and mechanically correct writing which effectively reinforces the overall argument. 
Responses judged minimally successful will have a thesis, but will also demonstrate one or more of the 
following: overall argumentation that lacks clarity or organization; minimal support of the argument with 
primary and secondary sources; writing marked by some mechanical errors; and no sustained rhetorical 
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proficiency. Responses judged not successful (“below expectations” or “inadequate/developing”) will 
have one or more of the following characteristics: lack of a clear or relevant thesis; lack of clear 
argumentation or structure; inadequate, inaccurate, or misleading use of primary and secondary sources; 
writing marked by excessive mechanical errors; writing demonstrating inappropriate 
(nonacademic) linguistic register; plagiarism. 

Assessment of Higher-Level Disciplinary Research Skills: 
An ad hoc committee of LLCL faculty will evaluate a representative sample of research papers from ____ 
(one or more upper-division major courses for which a written research paper is required). Students' 
awareness of, and abilities in disciplinary, in lingua research will be ranked according to a five-level rubric: 
"excellent," "exceeds expectations," "meets expectations," "below expectations/emerging," and 
"inadequate/developing." NOTE: For this Student Learning Outcome, our department implemented our 
new WEC-generated checklist of writing traits we would like to develop in our students.  
 
Criterion for Success: 
 
Criterion for Success re: General Disciplinary Research Skills:  
A representative sample of students' final research papers for FOL 3880 will be analyzed for the breadth, 
appropriateness, accuracy, and detail of their discipline-specific research. All papers that are judged to be 
highly successful (either “excellent” or “exceeds expectations”) must clearly demonstrate the accurate 
use and citation/reference of a wide variety of relevant, appropriate, and insightful academic sources 
which support the main thesis; additionally, the paper must offer analysis of the sources themselves 
instead of allowing the sources to go uncommented. Papers that are judged to be minimally successful 
will demonstrate the mostly accurate use and citation/reference of a minimum number of sources, and 
may not always provide analysis of sources. Papers judged to be unsuccessful (“below expectations” or 
“inadequate/developing”) will demonstrate one or more of the following: lack of sufficient or appropriate 
academic sources; lack of correct citation/reference of sources; source borrowing that is too extensive; 
or outright plagiarism. We expect that, at a minimum, at least 80% of papers will be judged "meets 
expectations," and that of these, at least 10% will be judged "excellent" or "exceeds expectations." We 
further expect that no more than 5% of all papers analyzed will exhibit plagiarism.  
 
Criterion for Success re: In Lingua Research Skills:  
A representative sample of students' final research papers for ______ (an upper-division major course in 
lingua) will be analyzed for the breadth, appropriateness, accuracy, and detail of their discipline-specific 
research. All assigments that are judged to be highly successful (either "excellent" or "exceeds 
expectations") must demonstrate clear precision, must present the research question and findings with 
notable nuance/complexity, and must present a research topic, specific question, and overall argument 
that is of clear import to the discipline. We expect that, at a minimum, 80% of research assignments will 
be judged, at a minimum, to "meet expectations," with 5% ranked as "exceeding expectations" and a very 
small percentage judged "excellent."  
 
Program Improvement - French, Italian, Spanish: 
These programs are continuing to target key areas of major upper-division curricula for revision, in light 
of our initial WEC reports, so that we can better support in lingua writing skills/traits in our language 
majors. The WEC evaluation process has shown us that we need to do more to reinforce higher-level 
research writing skills in our majors; we cannot rely on one single "gateway" course to develop student 
proficiency in this area. As part of the WEC implementation process, we have also committed to providing 
a series of faculty, student, and GTA workshops on various aspects of writing and its formal assessment. 
We have also committed to supplementing the curriculum of our lower-division language courses with 
carefully chosen in lingua readings. Readings are selected for their thematic interest and appropriateness 
for targeted proficiency levels. Students are given access to these materials entirely free of charge thanks 
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to our WEC grant. By exposing students to staged-level readings, and by developing targeted writing 
exercises as part of reading comprehension verification, we give our students stronger scaffolding for 
developing their writing skills in lingua. The WEC grant also enabled us to partner with the University 
Center for Excellence in Writing to train one of our multilingual MA GTAs as a writing center consultant. 
This GTA provides in lingua writing support in Italian, Spanish, and English, and also serves as mentor for 
other basic language GTAs who would benefit from additional support in how to provide feedback on 
student writing. This year (Spring 19), we will be selecting another LLCL student to receive WEC training 
through the Center. This time, it will be an undergraduate student, and the language of focus will be 
French.  
 
Prerequisite Coursework and Curricular Sequencing 

The BA in LLCL has four different major tracks. One of them (Linguistics) does not have any lower-level 
prerequisites; the other three do (French, Italian, Spanish). For these, students must demonstrate 
language proficiency in speaking, reading, writing, listening at or beyond the intermediate (fourth-
semester) level before they will be allowed to take upper-division in lingua courses. This is phrased in 
terms of “college level language proficiency.” In accordance with state-mandated prerequisite standards, 
the four-course sequence that is the equivalent of “college level language proficiency” is 1120, 1121, 2220, 
and 2221. No lower-division in lingua courses can be counted as major courses. 
 
In the case of Linguistics, students are not required to gain higher-level in lingua proficiency; if they 
choose, they may declare English as their language of focus for the linguistic track, and simply 
demonstrate foreign language proficiency at the minimum level mandated by the statewide FLEX 
requirement by passing a foreign language course that is at or beyond the second semester, or 1121 level. 
Students pursuing the English focus in Linguistics must take Structure of Modern English (instead of 
Structure of Modern French, Structure of Modern Spanish, etc.), and are also encouraged to take at least 
one literature course covering medieval or early modern English literary production. All of the major 
courses in Linguistics are taught in English, with the exception of a handful of courses that include 
Structure of Modern French, Structure of Modern Spanish, Tessere la lingua, French Phonetics and 
Phonology, Spanish Sociolinguistics, and French Sociolinguistics. For the Linguistics program, students are 
advised to take LIN 3010 and FOL 3880 as their first 3000-level courses; ideally, they take these courses at 
the same time, and in one of their very first semesters in the major.  
 
Please see Appendix B for undergraduate curricular advising sheets and flight plans. 
 
Limited Access Programs 
Not applicable.  
 

Enrollment Information 

As reported in the table and data-comparison charts included immediately below, our department—along 
with the entire college—has observed declining SCH production over the past five years. This is in part 
due to a much more selective set of university admissions standards that has resulted in smaller incoming 
student cohorts. We note that even at the time of the last program review, FAU had begun making 
significant moves toward developing into a more heavily residential university, but this trend has greatly 
accelerated with the advent of statewide funding metrics.  

However, as the table shows, our departmental rate of SCH decrease heavily outpaces that of the College’s 
at the upper-division and graduate levels. (We will focus here on the undergraduate context, and address 
the graduate context in the next section of this report.) 
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 AY 2013-2014 AY 2014-2015 AY 2015-2016 AY 2016-2017 AY 2017-2018 
Department of Languages, Linguistics, and Comparative Literature Student Credit Hour (SCH) Production: All Programs 
 (includes % change from the previous year)  
Lower-Division 23,210 22,284 (-4%) 21,879 (-2%) 20,867 (-4.5%) 21,276 (+1%) 

Upper-Division 3,515 3,594 (+1%) 3,175 (-12%) 2,601 (-10%) 2,478 (-12%) 

Graduate 939 858 (-8.5%) 801 (-6.5%) 682 (-15%) 646 (-5%) 
Dorothy F. Schmidt College of Arts and Letters Student Credit Hour (SCH) Production: All Departments  
(includes % change from the previous year) 
Lower-Division 105, 217 100,664 (-4%) 102,078 (+1%) 101,933 (-1%) 99,550 (-1.5%) 

Upper-Division 64,685 61,985 (-4%) 61,497 (-1%) 59,899 (-3%) 57,961 (-3%) 

Graduate 4,429 4,320 (-1.5%) 4,218 (-2%) 4,207 (0%) 3,921 (-7.5%) 
LLCL Student Credit Hour (SCH) Production Expressed as Percentage of Overall College SCH Production 

Lower-Division 22.0% 22.1% 21.5% 20.5% 21.4% 

Upper-Division 5.4% 5.8% 5.2% 4.3% 4.3% 

Graduate 21.2% 19.9% 19.0% 16.2% 16.5% 

 
These trends in undergraduate upper-division departmental SCH production are a direct result of recent 
widespread changes to university admissions practices and policies in the face of statewide metrics-based 
funding mandates. Among these recent changes, those having the most direct impact on our 
departmental SCH production include formal policies that: (1) limit undergraduates to 120 credit hours 
with no excess credit hours permitted; (2) prohibit the addition of a minor, a second major, or a dual 
degree after 90 credit hours;  (3) prohibit any change in major or degree track unless the student is able 
to meet all graduation requirements without “a significant extension of their graduation date;” (4) require 
full-time student status in the first semester at FAU (i.e., no more part-time students accepted for 
admissions); and (5) require students who have completed all requirements  for their first major by 
established deadlines to graduate, “regardless of missing requirements for a minor, second major, or 
certificate program.” These policies can be found in the official university catalog under “Academic 
Policies and Regulations,” subsection “Timely Graduation for Undergraduate Students.” 

Prior to the implementation of these policies, 50% or more of our LLCL BA major cohorts were transfer 
students (some of whom were part-time students) and/or second majors. There are many fewer of these 
students at FAU now. Therefore, our highest priority these past several years has been to develop a 
systematic, strategic response to counteract the effects of the new policies directly linked to the metric-
based funding model in the Florida state university system, as follows: 

Phase One (already achieved): 

(1) Rolled up our three separate undergraduate degrees (French, Spanish, Linguistics) into one 
umbrella degree with multiple major tracks (French, Italian, Spanish, Linguistics); 

(2) Developed strong outreach connections with various university advising offices to ensure the 
timely delivery of accurate information about our majors and minors;  

(3) Developed a brand-new LLCL major/minor promotional campaign that targets current FAU 
students and potential FAU student recruits (through local high school language programs)—we 
have done this in tandem with our new LLCL Student Intern position; 

(4) Re-established our role serving as the institutional host for the Palm Beach County School 
District’s World Languages Teacher Workshop, held every August before school start. This event 
brings 200+ world language K-12 teachers to our campus and gives our programs (both BA and 
MA) high visibility. Many of the attendees are graduates of our own (LLCL) programs, so it is an 
excellent alumni networking opportunity. We provide LLCL high school recruitment materials to 
all attendees, and arrange for teachers to bring their classes to visit our department (and hear a 
lecture, see a film screening, or attend a class session) during the academic year.  

(5) Added more fully online programs, sequences, and individual courses, thereby eliminating 
scheduling conflicts and enabling more students to take courses for which we can only offer one 
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or two sections per semester or per year. Currently, we have fully online minors in French, 
German, and Spanish, fully online professional language sequences in French and Spanish, and 
fully online basic language courses in French, German, Italian, and Spanish.  

(6) Added “Fast Track” language courses, allowing students to complete a full year of a basic language 
sequence (1120/1121, 2220/2221) in the same semester and thereby making LLCL’s majors and 
minors more achievable for more students.  

(7) Added more curricular enhancements to our degrees and programs, such as: certification in 
professional French, Academic Service-Learning, Research-Intensive courses, Honors in the Major 
options, and OURI/SURF-linked undergraduate research opportunities.  

Phase Two (in progress): 

(1) Streamlining our newly-consolidated undergraduate BA degree by bringing it down from 35-37 
credits down to 30, so that our BA will be more achievable as a double major or second degree, 
especially for those degrees and majors with more credit-hour requirements; 

(2) Developing additional opportunities for many of our “lesser-taught” language sequences.  
a. Arabic: Currently, we are conducting a search for an Assistant Professor of Arabic—this 

will allow for a major track in Arabic, will enhance the Asian Studies profile in our college, 
will allow us to develop Study Abroad offerings for the program, and will allow the 
department to grow the number of Arabic GTAships we have available.  

b. Japanese: Two LLCL faculty members have developed a new Japan Study Abroad program 
for FAU. The program includes robust language and culture offerings, and a new 
Linguistics offering (Structure of Modern Japanese). This will complement our strong 
enrollments in Japanese and Linguistics.  

(8) Developing additional “microcredentialing” opportunities in our programs, including Spanish for 
the Professions and translation certificates, additional Study Abroad opportunities. 

(9) Proactively partnering with various entities, including various consular offices, to host 
informational sessions about unique opportunities for students, including: Peace Corps, the Japan 
Exchange and Teaching (JET) Program, the Teaching Assistant Program in France (TAPIF), and the 
Critical Language Scholarship (CLS) Program.  

Headcount and Full Time Enrollment (FTE) Production 
 

As this detailed breakout data for FTE credit production in each of our former separate degrees (French, 
Linguistics, Spanish) show, Linguistics has continued to be our largest and most credit-productive major 
program. Perhaps not coincidentally, it is also the discipline most obviously linked to STEM disciplines.  
 

Annual Headcount (French; Program CIP 160901)    

 LLCL: BA - FRENCH College 
Total 

University 
Total 

 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-
2017 

2016-2017 2016-2017 

Bachelors 26 25 25 4,492 28,830 

 LLCL: BA - LINGUISTICS College 
Total 

University 
Total 

 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-
2017 

2016-2017 2016-2017 

 94 98 94 4,492 28,830 

 LLCL: BA - SPANISH College 
Total 

University 
Total 

 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-
2017 

2016-2017 2016-2017 

 40 36 34 4,492 28,830 
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Annual Headcount (French; Program CIP 160901)    

 LLCL: BA - FRENCH College 
Total 

University 
Total 

 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-
2017 

2016-2017 2016-2017 

Bachelors 26 25 25 4,492 28,830 

 LLCL: BA - LINGUISTICS College 
Total 

University 
Total 

 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-
2017 

2016-2017 2016-2017 

 94 98 94 4,492 28,830 

 LLCL: BA - SPANISH College 
Total 

University 
Total 

 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-
2017 

2016-2017 2016-2017 

 40 36 34 4,492 28,830 

 
State Fundable FTE    

Bachelor LLCL (all CIP codes combined) College University 

 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2016-2017 2016-2017 

 647.0 626.4 586.7 4,253.5 15,813.5 

 
Graduation Rates (6-Year and 4-Year) 
As the chart below shows, LLCL’s 4-year and 6-year graduation rates are identical to the overall university 
rates. Because students who transfer out of FAU have a strongly negative impact on graduation rates, we 
are investing in a detailed recruitment and retention plan. We are already seeing strong results in the 
most recent one-year retention rate data. 

  
 
Student Status: Full-Time versus Part-Time 
 
We include this information in our self-study because in analyzing the data, we see that standard data 
charts requested for inclusion do not fully capture the complexity of our department’s undergraduate 
cohorts. By charting unique major cohorts based on full-time / part-time status, we see a strong pattern: 
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The data on full-time / part-time student status demonstrate that Linguistics is the only one of our major 
tracks where full-time students are the majority. In both our French and Spanish programs, our part-time 
students often outnumber the full-time students. These are also the programs that typically have the 
highest LLCL Pell grant access rates. As we discuss under “Advising,” these students benefit greatly from 
more intensive advising efforts and clearer forms of advising support. 
 
Student Status: Transfers 
 
We are also gathering additional data on our transfer student population, because as the chart below 
shows, our department-wide retention rates for new transfer students are considerably outside the norm 
of the wider college and university retention rate patterns (which mirror each other almost perfectly). We 
need to understand why our LLCL retention rates for transfer students are outside the norm so that we 
can more effectively address the underlying issues.  
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Average Class Size and Faculty to Student Ratio 
 
Our undergraduate faculty/student ratio in LLCL is slightly above that for both the college and the 
university. This is due to several factors: (1) in sheer number, most of the courses we run are for the basic 
language sequences, and we rely on GTAs and (occasionally) adjuncts to help us provide full coverage; (2) 
the presence of several large IFP courses (LIN 2607, LIN 2001); and (3) requests from upper administration 
to add more sections of beginning language courses to accommodate student need, which often requires 
us to hire adjuncts to guarantee full staffing coverage since our regular teaching staff already is assigned. 
 

Faculty/Student Ratio    

Bachelor LLCL (all CIP codes combined) College University 

 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2016-2017 2016-2017 

 39.7 45.5 41.9 38.3 37.1 

 
When it comes to the overall percentage of undergraduate courses taught by full-time faculty, our 
department compares very favorably to the rest of the college and the university (see table below).  
 

Instruction of Undergraduate Lectures/Seminars   

 LLCL (all CIP codes combined) College University 

 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2016-2017 2016-2017 

Sections Offered 360 336 341 1,895 5,337 

# Enrolled 6,845 6,682 6,320 56,292 203,020 

# Faculty-Taught 300 272 290 1,370 3,624 

% Faculty-Taught 83.3% 81.0% 85.0% 72.3% 67.9% 

Average Section 
Enrollment 

19.0 19.9 18.5 29.7 38.0 

 
For the 2016-2017 academic year, 85% of all lecture and seminar sections in our department were taught 
by faculty, whereas that rate of faculty-taught lectures/seminars was more than 10% lower for our college 
(72.3%), and a full 15% lower (67.9%) for the university as a whole. We are very proud of our faculty’s 
commitment to teaching at all levels of the curriculum, and our departmental commitment to maintaining 
high standards at all levels of undergraduate instruction. 
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Another notable data point is the average sectional student enrollment across LLCL; on average, there are 
19 students in each lecture/seminar section. This number, which is much lower than the average across 
the rest of the college and wider university, reflects our disciplinary need for smaller caps in the so-called 
“four-skills” language courses—courses in which students need significant opportunities for language 
practice coupled with carefully structured, timely feedback. We cap all of our in lingua “four skills” courses 
at a maximum of 24 students. In contrast, many of our IFP courses are capped between 25 and 35 
students, and our large IFP courses are capped at anywhere from 60 to 160. We must note that even 
though we have been given permission to cap our four-skills language courses at a maximum of 24, this is 
still almost double the maximum cap recommended by the Modern Language Association (MLA) for these 
courses.  
 
Because our courses tend to be small, our faculty tends to form strong mentorship connections with 
students. This is reflected by the retention rate trends for LLCL’s new FTIC student cohorts: we had a 100% 
retention rate for Fall 2016 (the most recent semester for which data is available). On average, between 
2011 and 2014, approximately 25% of LLCL incoming students transferred out to other institutions. We 
have been working actively to develop a strong student retention strategy, and we are beginning to see 
strong results. 
 
Curriculum 

 
Core Courses 
There are two common core courses, both taught in English, for all four BA LLCL major tracks: FOL 3880 
(Research and Bibliographic Methods) and LIN 3010 (Introduction to Linguistics). Because the course are 
in English, students who have not yet achieved advanced (3000-level) proficiency in lingua are still able to 
make good progress toward the degree by taking them while they continue to build their in lingua skills. 
Offering them both in English also allows our department to streamline our course offerings and staffing 
needs. Once students reach the 3000-level of their in lingua coursework (if relevant), the curriculum 
becomes more “horizontal” and students are able to take multiple 3000-level courses in discipline in the 
same semester. We still continue to recommend, however, that students take some courses as their first 
3000-level classes: advanced grammar and composition; and introduction to literature. Students may 
certainly take them in the same term. Then, once students have taken these 3000-level “bridge” courses, 
they are well prepared to begin taking any other combination of major courses.  The Linguistics curriculum 
is much less differentiated than the language curricula are, although  students are advised to take the 
Linguistics core courses as early as possible. Along with LIN 3010 and FOL 3880, the other core courses for 
Linguistics are: LIN 4326 Contrastive Phonology, LIN 4802 Semantics and Pragmatics, and LIN 4430 
Morphology and Syntax. 
 
Specialized educational and curricular opportunities available to students 
 
Honors in the Major 
The program description, criteria, and process are as follows: 

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS for HONORS IN THE MAJOR: LLCL (French, Italian, Linguistics, Spanish): 

Majors in LLCL who meet the following criteria will be eligible to pursue honors in French, Linguistics, 
Spanish, or Languages and Linguistics: Italian 

1. Student has already completed at least 9 upper-division credits in the major, including FOL 3880, 
but fewer than 100 credits toward the degree 

2. Student has earned a minimum overall GPA of 3.2 
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3. Student has earned a minimum overall GPA of 3.5 in the major 

To be considered for admission to the Honors-in-the-Major Program in LLCL, students meeting all of the 
above criteria may submit: a) a one-page abstract (250 words) outlining the proposed thesis topic; b) an 
annotated bibliography of the five most relevant sources related to the topic; c) a one-page statement 
detailing why the student seeks honors in the major; d) the revised final paper of FOL 3880; e) a letter of 
support from at least one member of the department faculty with a terminal degree who will serve as a 
mentor; and f) a completed application form.  

These documents must be submitted to the Department Chair, preferably no later than three semesters 
before the student expects to graduate. 

ADMISSIONS TO HONORS-IN-THE-MAJOR PROGRAM: 

1. A committee will review the application and make a recommendation to admit and determine a 
plan of study. 

2. The student will receive confirmation in writing from the Department Chair. 

STANDARDS FOR MAINTAINING ACTIVE STATUS: 

1. Student must maintain an overall 3.2 GPA and a 3.5 GPA in the major. 
2. Student must complete all field distribution requirements of the respective major. 
3. Student must abide by the Code of Academic Integrity. 
4. Student may be placed on probation in the Honors in the major program for one semester if 

overall GPA and/or major GPA is not maintained; if required minimum GPA and/or major GPA is 
not reestablished after the probationary semester, the student will be dismissed from the 
program. 

HONORS-LEVEL ENRICHMENT: 

Honors-level enrichment is achieved through successful completion of any two of the following: 

1. Completion of an upper-division course enhanced by Academic Service-Learning linked to a 
community organization dealing, whenever possible, with the student’s research interest 

2. Participation on a study abroad program—in which the student is enrolled full-time and for the 
full duration of the academic term—with a follow-up public presentation of their experience also 
required 

3. Service to the faculty leader of a Global Connections Living Learning Community for 3 common-
hour activities 

4. Service as an active officer in one of the Honor Societies 
5. Service as a tutor in the SI program (in one of the disciplines represented in our department) 
6. Participation in Florida Atlantic University’s Undergraduate Research Journal (e.g., service on 

board; paper submission) 

CAPSTONE REQUIREMENTS: 

In addition to honors level enrichment activities, successful completion of the following capstone 
elements is also required: 

1. Complete with a grade of B+ or higher an advanced seminar in the area of research interest of the 
student. This course will fulfill one of the three electives required of the major. 
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2. Complete an honors thesis, supervised by the mentor and reviewed by a second reader (3 credits 
above the major’s requirements). 

3. Submit research findings to the Undergraduate Research Symposium. 

Minors:  
Our department offers eight minors (Arabic, Comparative Literature, French, German, Italian, Japanese, 
Linguistics, and Spanish) and a Certificate in ESL at both the undergraduate and graduate levels. In 
addition, we co-direct the Certificate in Caribbean and Latin American Studies, and participate actively in 
several others, including Classical Studies; Peace, Justice, and Human Rights; and Women, Gender, and 
Sexuality Studies. 
 
Intensive research-related opportunities:  
Our faculty are also highly involved in specialized undergraduate university programs, including: the 
University Honors Program, the Honors in the Major program, OURI (Office of Undergraduate Research 
and Inquiry) initiatives, and SURF (Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship) initiatives. One of our 
faculty members directs the University Honors Program, and in this context, spearheaded the initiative to 
encourage the development of Honors in the Major programs across the university. LLCL was one of the 
first programs to develop an Honors in the Major option. To date, we have had five undergraduate 
graduate with Honors in the Major (French; Spanish; Linguistics). Our faculty have also won several OURI 
curriculum development grants. Three of these were for upper-division Linguistics classes, including Field 
Methods, a course that gives students the opportunity to test theories of language on a language they are 
not familiar with through targeted questioning of a native speaker of that language. In the first semester 
of OURI course grant administration, the language that students were investigated was Neo-Aramaic 
(Chaldean), and the linguistic informant was one of our own linguistics undergraduate majors pursuing 
Honors in the Major. This student was part of the OURI research team receiving the grant; she was 
awarded a stipend for her research role as informant and also as researcher into the morphology of her 
own language. Most recently (August 2018), an LLCL faculty member won an OURI curriculum grant for 
building an enhanced research platform in the context of LIT 2100 Intro to World Literature—a key IFP 
course. This is one of the first lower-division courses at FAU to be the site of an OURI curriculum 
development grant. 

 
Robust programming of enrichment activities (curricular and extracurricular) in lingua: 
These activities include film series, lectures, language chat tables, student clubs, national honor society 
chapters. Faculty invite filmmakers and novelists to speak to their classes and present extracurricular film 
screenings, lectures, and readings as enrichment activities for students. One notable experience took 
place in an intermediate Spanish for Heritage Learners class: a retired federal judge from the 11th Circuit 
Court of Appeals presided over a mock trial—conducted entirely in Spanish—in which each student played 
a particular role (plaintiff, defendant, prosecutor, defense attorney, witnesses). While the mock trial took 
place, the judge provided corrective feedback on the formalities of legal protocol and courtroom behavior. 
After the mock trial ended, the judge took questions from the students about his career and legal training, 
and on the importance of knowing Spanish for his federal career. It was the experience of a lifetime for 
the students, many of whom aspire to a career in law themselves. 

 
Robust Academic Service-Learning (AS-L) opportunities:  
We partner with a variety of community organizations here at FAU and in wider South Florida to provide 
our undergraduates with the chance to make a difference in our local communities while also getting the 
opportunity to use their language and cultural skills in an authentic real-world setting. Recent AS-L settings 
include FAU’s Henderson School, the private school Le Petit Prince, the West Palm Beach Housing 
Authority, and FAU’s Memory and Wellness Center.  
Study Abroad opportunities: 
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Regular LLCL faculty-led Study Abroad summer programs include ones in Berlin and Venice; colleagues at 
the Honors College offer programs in French-speaking Switzerland and Madrid. LLCL is starting a new 
faculty-led SAP to Fukuoka, Japan this year (Summer 2019). 
 
A paying student internship as the LLCL Student Intern for Marketing and Social Media Outreach.  
We are hiring FAU undergraduates who study languages and marketing or public relations (in the College 
of Business). These interns are helping us develop our marketing and social media outreach platforms for 
the department. We hired our first student intern in August 2018, and it has been tremendously 
successful. Our inaugural intern was a marketing major with considerable language experience (Spanish 
and Italian). The internship allows the student to bring together general expertise in marketing and 
specific cultural/linguistic expertise. 
  
Pedagogy / pedagogical innovations 

 

Our faculty is strongly committed to maintaining curricular quality and pedagogical innovation; we are 
consistently working to improve our programs in all aspects. We take our commitment to delivering 
quality language coursework for the entire university community very seriously. Given the diversity of our 
teaching staff (full-time faculty, GTAs, and adjuncts), and the reality that we need to use GTAs to help 
deliver the lower-division language sequences, we place special emphasis on maintaining standards of 
quality throughout the lower division. For instance, we offer a one-week training workshop twice a year 
(right before the start of each Fall/Spring term) for our instructors, adjuncts, and GTAs. These workshops 
provide ongoing training for our teaching staff; they introduce new pedagogical techniques, reinforce best 
practices, and provide an ongoing forum for collaborative discussion inside and across language programs 
(see Appendix D). The workshops also incorporate formal presentations by various university offices and 
services, including Student Academic Services (formerly the Office for Students with Disabilities), the 
Center for Counseling and Psychological Services, the University Libraries, the Dean of Students, and the 
Career Center. Each presentation provides our teaching staff with vital information and ensures they know 
where to find additional resources. In addition, all new GTAs must complete a one-semester practicum 
on the theory and practice of teaching foreign language in the university context. All of this helps ensure 
that we are providing FAU undergraduates with a high-quality lower-division language experience.  
 
Scope of institutional contributions 

 

Our department is also particularly invested in other forms of curricular innovation, including course 
modality. We were one of the earliest departmental adopters of fully online core courses, and we have 
committed to this. As of August 2018 we have fully online language minors in French, German, Italian, and 
Spanish. In these four languages, FAU students can find fully online coursework in fulfillment of FLEX 
(Foreign Language Exit Requirement); they can also earn the minor entirely online. This is contributing to 
university productivity in several key ways. For instance, it is now possible for students (especially those 
based on other campuses, especially Davie) to earn their entire degree either fully online, or without 
needing to travel to the Boca campus. This improves time to degree metrics. Additionally, FAU is no longer 
losing significant tuition revenue through transient student petition waivers for Spanish first-year courses. 
Before our department implemented fully online Spanish 1120 and 1121, FAU lost approximately 
$150,000.00 tuition dollars per year because of transient waivers (students who had to be given formal 
permission to take SPN 1120 or SPN 1121 at a local community college because of a scheduling conflict, 
or because of a lack of online offerings). With fully online language course offerings, FAU no longer has to 
grant petition waiver for lower division language courses, and students on all campuses can work an online 
course into their schedule.  
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In addition to developing fully online versions for lower-division languages, we have also developed fully 
online versions of several key Intellectual Foundations Program (IFP) core courses, including LIT 2100 
(Introduction to World Literature), LIN 2607 (Global Perspectives on Language), and LIN 2001 
(Introduction to Language). Each of these courses represents a different IFP category: Foundations of 
Humanities for LIT 2100; Foundations of Global Citizenship for LIN 2607; and Foundations of Society and 
Human Behavior for LIN 2001. Our department therefore contributes substantially to increasing the 
university’s overall range of IFP offerings available fully online.  

 
Our department has also been one of the earliest adopters of the “minimester” course modality. As 
described in the “Additional Recommendations” section above, a minimester course is completed in only 
seven weeks instead of the typical 15; students can therefore take both semesters of a language sequence 
in only one semester, thus completing a full year’s curriculum in one semester, and the two-year basic 
language sequence in only one academic year. This gives FAU students a better chance of being able to fit 
in a second major, a minor, or career-enhancing language-oriented experience. In the case of students 
who simply are taking language for the exit language requirement (known as FLEX), offering the ability to 
take both levels (1120 and 1121) in only one term helps the university achieve better time-to-degree 
metrics. 
 
Many of our courses are cross-listed at the advanced BA and MA levels, as well as at the MA and PhD 
levels. We also cross-list courses across disciplinary prefixes in the context of Comparative Literature. 
Common prefix cross-listing combinations are French/Spanish/Literature.  

 
We also offer several courses in collaboration with other departments, including LIN 6707 
Psycholinguistics, TSL 4251 / TSL 6253 Applied Linguistics and TESOL, LAS 2000 Introduction to Latin 
American Studies, and various Jewish Studies core courses.  
 
We participate actively in multiple certificate programs, including the certificates in: Asian Studies; 
Caribbean and Latin American Studies (CLAS); Classical Studies; English as a Second Language (ESL); Film 
Studies; Jewish Studies; and Peace, Justice, and Human Rights. The directorship of the ESL Certificate rests 
with our department, and is directed by a member of the Linguistics faculty. The directorship of the 
Caribbean and Latin American Studies Certificate is shared between our department and the Department 
of History; currently, a History faculty member is the director.  
 
Undergraduate Student Profile: Diversity and Demographics 

 

Our students come from diverse ethnic, racial, and national backgrounds. For the 2016-2017 academic 
year, the most recent year for which full data is available, 20% of our French BA student cohort self-
identified as Black or African-American, 48% as Hispanic or Latino, and 28% as White. Of our Italian BA 
student cohort, 57.1% self-identified as Hispanic or Latino and 42.9% as White. Of our Spanish BA student 
cohort, 14.7% self-identified as Black or African-American, 50.0% as Hispanic or Latino, 29.4% as White, 
and 2.9% as being of two or more races. Our Linguistics BA track has historically shown the widest 
diversity; for instance, during the 2016-2017 academic year, 2.3% of the student cohort self-identified as 
Asian, 18.4% as Black or African-American, 32.2% as Hispanic or Latino, 1.1% as Native Hawaiian or Pacific 
Islander, 6.9% as two or more races, and 35.6% as White. (See also Tables B.4.b in Appendix A; these 
provide breakout data by individual program.)  
 
Our students are strongly diverse by other measures as well. Many of our students, especially at the 
graduate level, are foreign nationals; at both the BA and MA levels we have many recently nationalized 
US citizens, first-generation college students, returning students, and military veterans. In terms of 
linguistic background, we also have a diverse population: many of our students are non-native speakers 
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of English, and are enviably bi-, tri-, or even quadrilingual. And we have speakers of lesser-known and 
endangered languages. This diversity in linguistic background informs our curricular design and 
construction. Our basic-language programs in Spanish, French, Modern Hebrew, and Arabic have a 
sizeable heritage-learner cohort. Currently, the Spanish major track of our BA has a distinct curricular 
sequence for heritage speakers, as reflected in our flight plans and checklists (see Appendix B). We are 
working on ways to better promote this track, especially now that FAU has finally attained Hispanic Serving 
Institution status. We are currently conducting a national search for an Associate or Full Professor of Latin 
American Literature and Culture, and part of the job description includes overseeing and expanding the 
Heritage Learner sequence in Spanish. We are also currently  conducting a national search for an Assistant 
Professor of Arabic, and a key element of this job description is examining and redesigning the lower-
division curriculum in light of our significant Arabic heritage speaker population.  
 
Overall Pell Grant access rate for LLCL 

 

Not surprisingly, perhaps, in light of the significant number of part-time students and transfer students in 
our majors (especially Spanish and French), our department has a Pell Grant access rate that is on par or 
even above that of the college and the wider university.  

Pell Grant Access Rate by Fall Semester    

 Fall 2013 Fall 2014 Fall 2015 Fall 2016 Fall 2017 

LLCL (all CIPs) 45.4% 42.1% 47.0% 33.1% 41.7% 

College 45.1% 40.1% 43.2% 32.1% 38.1% 

University 40.9% 40.4% 39.6% 38.7% 39.3% 

 

Pell Grant Access Rate by Entire Academic Year    

Bachelor LLCL (all CIP codes combined) College University 

 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2016-2017 2016-2017 

 39.7 45.5 41.9 38.3 37.1 

 
Scholarships and Assistantships 

 
Our department offers several undergraduate scholarships, including a prize for the best in lingua paper 
(French, Italian, or Spanish) written by a major; Study Abroad scholarships (including one specifically for 
the Venice Study Abroad program, offered through the generosity of our donors). This year (2018-2019), 
we are also inaugurating a new LLCL Study Abroad scholarship, given to an LLCL BA major who will be 
attending an FAU-led Study Abroad program. We are also instituting a new student academic assistantship 
for an in lingua writing tutor who will be working with the University Center for Excellence in Research in 
the context of our department’s Writing Enhanced Curriculum initiative. 
 
Advising procedures: 

Before the last program review, LLCL had been assigned its own undergraduate college advisor. She is still 
the primary LLCL undergraduate advisor, and we continue to work very closely with her, as she is our 
“point person” in the college advising office. The college advising group and the Dean’s office have both 
been instrumental in supporting LLCL’s significant outreach to university advisors and other colleges’ 
advisors about the importance and benefits of language study at the college level. We often need to 
provide detailed information regarding course placement based on demonstrated proficiency, heritage 
learner options, curricular sequencing, the FLEX requirement, and the ways in which students may 
demonstrate FLEX proficiency equivalency. 
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All BA LLCL students are assigned to our undergraduate college advisor, with track in consideration. Each 
student is required to meet with an advisor before the beginning of each semester. All majors and minors 
are advised using a checklist system as shown in Appendix B. These advising check sheet and records of 
the advising session are stored on the college advisor’s computer, and the student’s Starfish advising 
portfolio is updated accordingly. Students are advised to follow their checklist and plan of study carefully 
to ensure timely graduation and to ensure that the student will be able to achieve all degrees and 
educational goals that have been set or planned for (including Study Abroad). 
  
Overview of Excess Hours 

As the chart below shows, LLCL has strong data demonstrating that most of our majors graduate without 
any excess credit hours. Indeed, for two of the past five academic years shown below, the Spanish BA 
program achieved 100% baccalaureate completion without excess credit hours. The Linguistics and the 
French program each achieved this for one of the five years shown.  

 

                   
 

2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 

French 75% 75% 71.4% 100% 66% 

Spanish 88.9% 100% 80% 66.7% 100% 

Linguistics 62.5% 85.7% 100% 85.7% 80% 

DFSCAL College 70.3% 75.2% 77.6% 76.0% 78.5% 

 

Placement Rates and Employment Profiles 

 

Our BA graduates go on to achieve success in a wide variety of professions in locations all around the 

globe. Although we do not have a comprehensive way of tracking our department’s alumni, we have 

information about many of them. Recent alumni have gone on to become PhD candidates at top-ranked 

programs; National Defense Research Analyst and Virtual Operation Officer with the NSA; Peace Corps 

volunteers; book editor at a major international publishing house; Legal Online Operations Manager for 

Google; speech pathologist; attorneys (including several state attorneys and several in private practice 

with expertise in immigration); Dept. of Health and Human Services Supervisory Program Specialist; and 

high school language teachers (at almost all of the public and private high schools in FAU’s service area).  
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Graduate Programs 

History 

MA and MAT degrees in Languages and Linguistics, with tracks in French Linguistics and Spanish 
Linguistics, were first offered in 1968; a new track in German Linguistics was added a year later. These 
two degrees were eventually converted into separate freestanding degrees, and Comparative Literature 
was added as a major track. These graduate degrees remained separate until the rollup we accomplished 
in Fall 2016. Under the rollup, we offer one MA degree in Languages, Linguistics, and Comparative 
Literature, under the general umbrella CIP for the discipline (16.0101). There are six separate major tracks 
under it: French; Teaching of French; Spanish; Teaching of Spanish; Comparative Literature; Linguistics. 
 
Current Graduate Program 

Currently, LLCL has the second-largest graduate program in the College of Arts and Letters, after English. 
And as with our undergraduate curriculum, the integration of multiple aspects of language study, 
including culture, literature, and linguistics, has always been an identifying feature of our MA offerings as 
well. This disciplinary integration is reflected through the new MA umbrella-CIP structure that parallels 
that at the BA level. The MA degree rollup brings the same benefits: administrative streamlining (program 
reporting and assessment among them); parallelism between all of the literary studies tracks; and a more 
flexible structure well suited to the creation of additional major tracks in new major areas that we might 
someday wish to create. 
 

Admissions Criteria 
 

The Master of Arts degree in Languages, Linguistics and Comparative Literature is designed to prepare students for 
doctoral study in French, Spanish, Comparative Literature or Linguistics, and/or for employment in a variety of 
foreign-language applications in business and government, as well as for qualification as teachers of the major 
language, its literature, culture and linguistics. All students must: 

1. Hold a bachelor's degree from an accredited institution. Additional coursework may be required of 
applicants whose undergraduate major was not the same as the graduate specialization. Students who have 
earned the bachelor’s degree outside the US must provide an official transcript and a NACES-certified 
course-by-course evaluation (and translation, if applicable).  

2. Have a minimum 3.0 grade point average in the last 60 undergraduate credits. 
3. Submit with the application a two-to-four-page typed and double-spaced statement of purpose outlining 

the student's qualifications for graduate study in the given field and reasons for pursuing the M.A. degree. 
Two academic letters of recommendation are also required, to be sent to the departmental director of 
Graduate Studies at time of application. 

4. Submit a writing sample of the student's academic work, i.e., an essay written for a class in discipline. If the 
student is applying for admission in French, Teaching of French, Spanish, Teaching of Spanish, or 
Comparative Literature, the writing sample must be in lingua. 

5. Submit a two-minute video clip responding to specific questions about the applicant’s background and 
interest in the program to which the student is applying. Depending on the track for which the student is 
applying, the responses will be both in lingua and in English. 

6. For international applicants, a TOEFL (paper-based) score of 500 or IBT score of 80, or an IELTS score of 6.0. 

 

Enrollment Information 

As reported in the table and data-comparison charts included immediately below (a distillation of the 
various tables provided in section B.4.a of Appendix A), our department has seen a decline in our annual 
headcount at the graduate level since AY 2014-2015. Key factors are stagnant GTA wages and lack of GTA 
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healthcare coverage, discontinuation of public school pay raises for holding an MA in field, and 
discontinuation of programs through which public schools would pay employees’ tuition if they went back 
to school to earn an advanced degree in discipline. Another factor is the disappearance of our Saudi Arabia 
Scholarship cohort. Between 2012 and 2016 we had ten or more Saudi scholarship students enrolled every 
year, and they formed approximately half of each MA Linguistics cohort. Beginning in Spring 2017, there 
were no Saudi students applying for our degrees. National conversations about trends in higher education 
have been addressing this phenomenon, and it is clear that these students are now choosing universities 
in Canada and other English-speaking countries over US universities.  

A point of pride for our department is that we have been making strong gains in recruiting for the French 
MA track, and we have posted French degree productivity for each year of the current review period. On 
average, we are producing two MA: LLCL - French / Teaching of French degrees per year, a number that 
does not include degrees conferred in MA: LLCL - Comparative Literature that feature a primary or 
secondary area of study in French.   

Majors Enrolled (Annual Headcount) 

 AY 2014-2015 AY 2015-2016 AY 2016-2017 College Total AY 
2016-2017  

University Total 
AY 2016-2017 

 MA/T: French 11 11 9 (-10%)   

MA: Comp Lit 11 11 8 (-16%)   

MA: Linguistics 44 40 (-9%) 29 (-27%)   

MA/T: Spanish 19 11(-42%) 9 (-10%)   

      

TOTAL 85 73 (-14%) 55 (-25%) 377 4788 
 

SCH Production 

 AY 2013-2014 AY 2014-2015 AY 2015-2016 AY 2016-2017 AY 2017-2018 

Department of Languages, Linguistics, and Comparative Literature Student Credit Hour (SCH) Production: All Programs 
 (includes % change from the previous year)  

 Graduate (all programs) 939 858 (-8.5%) 801 (-6.5%) 682 (-15%) 646 (-5%) 

Dorothy F. Schmidt College of Arts and Letters Student Credit Hour (SCH) Production: All Departments  
(includes % change from the previous year) 

Graduate 4,429 4,320 (-1.5%) 4,218 (-2%) 4,207 (0%) 3,921 (-7.5%) 

LLCL Student Credit Hour (SCH) Production Expressed as Percentage of Overall College SCH Production 

Graduate 21.2% 19.9% 19.0% 16.2% 16.5% 

 

Degrees Delivered 
 

 AY 2013-2014 AY 2014-2015 AY 2015-2016 AY 2016-2017 AY 2017-2018* 

 

 MA French 2 2 2 1 1 

MAT French 2 -- 1 -- 1 

MA Spanish 2 8 3 3 1 

MAT Spanish 1 1 1 1 -- 

MA Comp Lit 5 3 3 5 2 

MA Linguistics 6 10 12 10 6 

TOTAL DEGREES:  18 24 22 20 11 
 

*NB: AY2017-2018 year was the first year we had graduates in our new umbrella MA degree. Because the bulk of 
the data produced applied to our old degree tracks, we have used the former degree listings to make it easier 
to compare degree production across all years.  

 
Student/Faculty Ratio: 
 
As the table below demonstrates, our student/faculty ratio at the graduate level is identical to the overall 
college ratio, which itself is substantially lower than the overall university average. This reflects the fact 
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that in our disciplines we do not have laboratories staffed by PhD or postdoctoral fellows; all graduate 
instruction is performed directly by full-time faculty members, all of whom hold the terminal degree in 
discipline. Our students receive highly individualized instruction and attention, and this results in 
remarkably successful competitive PhD program placement, as we discuss in a subsequent section. 
 

D 1 B Annualized Student FTE Produced Per FACULTY Instructional Person-Year (Student Faculty Ratio) 
 

  

Languages, Linguistics & Comparative 
Literature 

College Total  University Total  

2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2016-2017 2016-2017 

Undergraduate   39.7 45.5 41.9 38.3 37.1 

Graduate   1.6 1.8 1.5 1.6 4.5 

Total   41.4 47.3 43.4 39.9 41.7 

 
Florida SUS Peer Comparators 
 
In the Florida SUS we are currently the only institution that offers an umbrella MA degree with various 
major tracks. Several Florida state universities that once had standalone MA programs in French have had 
to close them in the face of similar pressures. We are very pleased with our degree rollup. By combining 
our MA degrees into separate tracks under one umbrella CIP, we have been able to keep our MA tracks 
in French active and viable. It is worth noting that both University of Central Florida (UCF) and Florida 
International University (FIU) offered an MA in French for many years, but eliminated it several years ago 
in the face of similar pressures (linked to meeting statewide productivity benchmarks in the face of 
broadly declining enrollments in foreign language programs in the United States).  
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
Curriculum 
 
Our MA curriculum consists of 30 graduate credits for all thesis tracks, and 36 graduate credits for all non-
thesis tracks. For the thesis tracks, 24 of those credits are acquired through graduate coursework, and 6 
through thesis credit hours. Specific checklists for each MA track can be found in Appendix F.  
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The rollup of our MA degrees gave us the opportunity to envision a new common core for the new MA 
program. We designed a series of two common courses for the tracks that together provide a 
comprehensive overview of research methods and foundational texts in and across our related disciplines. 
Students in all disciplines are benefiting immensely from the Advanced Research Methods course. The 
course addresses a full range of most commonly seen research methods in discipline, with special 
attention paid to the specific research methodology of the professor who is teaching the course that term. 
For students in Linguistics in particular, this provides a strong introduction to statistical methods, an area 
in which some of our graduate students have little to no prior research experience. 
 

Foundations of Languages, Linguistics and Comparative Literature (FOL 6731C) 
Prerequisite: Graduate standing in Languages, Linguistics and Comparative Literature or related fields 
Introduces students to major historical moments and current trends in language theory through examination of 
disciplinary traditions. Readings are seminal texts of recurrent interdisciplinary significance that characterize and 
compare major theoretical frameworks. 

Advanced Research Methods in Languages, Linguistics and Comparative Literature (FOL 6885) 
Prerequisite: Graduate standing in Languages, Linguistics and Comparative Literature or related field 
This topic-based advanced research methods course trains students in the use of a wide range of research tools in 
preparation for conceptualizing, conducting and analyzing a research project in the chosen field of language study. 

 
Program Assessment  
 
The three SLOs established for our MA tracks explicitly reflect the care that we put into designing our 
curriculum and ensuring that students achieve key goals in research as well as in wider professional 
development. 

Outcome 1 

Description:  
LLCL MA students will produce written work that reflects their ability to engage in mature critical 
discourse with disciplinary precision via a comparative mode of analysis. For example, the MA thesis in 
LLCL will reflect the student's ability to combine disciplinarily-established theoretical perspectives with 
more innovative critical methodologies.  

Implementing Strategy: 
Students wishing to be accepted into the thesis track of the MA in Languages, Linguistics, and Comparative 
Literature (LLCL) must make a formal application, through the department's Graduate Studies Committee, 
at the end of the first full year of study. The application includes a narrative description of the proposed 
thesis scope and topic, a short bibliography, and a sample term paper from the prior semester which the 
student feels is representational of their skill in academic writing. The application is considered by the 
entire Graduate Programs Committee, and if accepted, the student then enters the thesis track. Students 
writing theses must pass oral comprehensive exams, in discipline, in the third semester of full-time 
graduate study to ensure they have achieved a level of mastery in their chosen fields and are well 
positioned to undertake the thesis project. Immediately after passing the exams, the student submits a 
full draft of the thesis prospectus to the thesis committee. Two weeks later (the tenth week of the third 
semester), the student defends the prospectus during a 90-minute oral committee exam. The student is 
expected to complete the thesis (including the 90-minute formal oral defense) the following semester. 

In a typical assessment cycle, each thesis is formally assessed multiple times: first by the thesis 
committee itself, formed of no fewer than three faculty in discipline; next by the departmental Graduate 
Studies Committee, at which all of the departmental disciplines are represented; and finally by the 
department's ad hoc assessment committee. Of special note is the evaluation taking place at the level of 
the graduate committee; this representative body evaluates all the theses produced in all MA programs 
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and discuss strengths and weaknesses of critical arguments and approaches that constitute the thesis' 
underpinnings. The department developed a Best Thesis Award both to facilitate implementation of this 
assessment method and to award student achievement. 

Criterion for Assessment: 
MA theses in all of the individual concentrations under the LLCL umbrella [e.g., French / Teaching of French 
/ Spanish / Teaching of Spanish / Comparative Literature / Linguistics] will be assessed according to the 
attached rubric. NB: This rubric was chosen for its ability to effectively evaluate MA theses produced across 
a range of language-related disciplines. The rubric allows faculty to rate each MA thesis on a five-point 
scale of achievement [1-Sufficient; 2-Satisfactory; 3-Good; 4-Very Good; 5-Excellent] in these five separate 
areas: (1) the student's ability to frame a research question that is both disciplinarily informed and 
innovative ;  (2) the student's ability to establish a clear and well-grounded theoretical frame of reference 
through careful selection and positioning of relevant primary and secondary source materials (or data 
sets, if applicable); (3) the student's ability to make well-informed methodological choices and to reflect 
with critical nuance on these choices; (4) the student's ability to reach a well-thought-out and perceptive 
conclusion whose results are interesting and novel (whether linguistically or textually derived); and (5) the 
student's ability to develop a coherent, well-structured argument written in language that is mechanically 
correct, gramatically proficient, and rhetorically compelling. In order to qualify as an acceptable academic 
MA thesis, the document should receive an evaluation of "Satisfactory" for each of these five specific 
areas.  

Outcome 2:  

Description: 

Graduating MA students in Languages, Linguistics, and Comparative Literature (LLCL) should engage in 
scholarship that consistently demonstrates a literary and/or linguistic sensitivity and critical acumen 
that lead them to originally perceptive insights and evaluations, resulting in writing, or linguistics 
analysis, that is of a publishable quality, acceptable for conference presentations as well as meeting the 
standards of professional journals in the field. 
 
Students will be encouraged to begin the process of professionalization at the very first departmental 
graduate student orientation. Periodically thereafter, they will be provided with professional 
opportunities such as calls for papers to graduate student conferences, graduate student publications, 
etc. They will be referred to the various Graduate College workshops offered throughout the year. In 
addition, they will be invited to faculty colloquia, visiting scolars' lectures, and other in-house exchanges 
of intellectual work in order to model how they will be expected to perform in the profession. Students 
will also be reminded regularly of ongoing grant or other research funding opportunities, and LLCL faculty 
will make it a priority to invest in professional research opportunities for LLCL graduate students, whether 
through active research collaboration, student research mentorship, conference/panel organization, or 
other means. A record of acceptances of conference presentations and research publications will be kept. 
MA Graduates’ files should show such professional activity.  

Acceptances to Ph.D. programs in discipline (or in related fields) will also be considered as positive proof 
of Outcome #3, since entry to a Ph.D. program is demonstrable proof that the student has been able to 
demonstrate the ability to produce "scholarship that consistently demonstrates a literary and/or 
linguistics sensitivity and critical acumen that lead them to originally perceptive insights and evaluations, 
resulting in literary analysis or translation, that is of a publishable quality, acceptable for conference 
presentations as well as meeting the standards of professional journals in the field."  
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A record of successful job applications will also be kept, in addition to a record of successful entrance to 
Ph.D. programs. As with Ph.D. program acceptances, successful job applications are also considered proof 
that the student has successfully made the transition from student to full-fledged professional in the field.  

Outcome 3: 

Students who choose the non-thesis option of the MA in Languages, Linguistics, and Comparative 
Literature (LLCL) must take 36 credits of course work and must pass a written comprehensive exam 
based on established reading lists of important foundational works [or, in the case of Linguistics, key 
concepts/terms] in their field. The cumulative written comprehensive exams should reflect the 
student’s ability to synthesize cumulative knowledge, to engage in keen theoretical and/or 
textual analysis in an impromptu situation such as a final exam, and to demonstrate clear and logical 
reasoning throughout the process. 

Non-thesis students must pass a written comprehensive exam based on an established reading list (or, in 
the case of Linguistics, key concepts/terms). The comprehensive written examination consists of three (3) 
separate exams, over three (3) separate days, and with three (3) hours allotted for each exam. The days 
and times of these exams are standardized across the department. Each track/concentration features a 
specific examination format aligned with the relevant program curriculum.  

The Director of Graduate Studies in the department provides the Chair with collated assessment results 
for all of that year's written comprehensive examinations. These results are officially compiled as a part 
of the formal examination process, and incorporated into each student's official file which is kept in the 
department permanently. Once these results are received from the Graduate Director, the Chair then 
convenes an ad-hoc faculty assessment committee to examine these reports and analyze the original 
materials (written comprehensive examinations) based on the following five-point scale: (5) Excellent; (4) 
Very Good; (3) Good; (2) Satisfactory; (1) Unsatisfactory. The rubrics used for the evaluation of the MA 
written comprehensive examinations are attached as supplemental documents.  

In general terms, the main traits we seek to identify in the written examinations being analyzed are: 
1. The ability to situate a written response in relationship to relevant questions, debates and 

hypotheses in field.  
2. The ability to call upon a disciplinary-specific and technically appropriate vocabulary in the 

written response to a question. 
3. The ability to offer a comprehensive, multi-staged, analytical answer grounded in clear, logical 

reasoning. 

Students are expected to demonstrate these abilities during an "impromptu" (in this case, closed-book 

testing) situation.  

Please refer to the sections labeled "Disciplinary Knowledge" and "Argumentation" on the general 

rubric attachment ("Rubric Summarizing General Expectations for Written Comprehensive 

Examinations") for the individual relevant traits for this broad SLO.  

 
Pedagogical innovation and Special Opportunities  
 

Our faculty demonstrate considerable talent in designing high-quality graduate courses using innovative 
pedagogical techniques; this provides our graduate students with many special opportunities in discipline. 
We have included a few highlights here below. 
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In the realm of theoretical linguistics, we provide students with access to a phonology laboratory through 
which they conduct research and data preparation, sampling, and analysis for a project they themselves 
design. The laboratory provides students with SPSS statistics software, high-quality microphones and 
noise-canceling headphones, and a research computer designed to handle significant data flow. Students 
use this laboratory in connection with graduate-level courses in phonetics, phonology, psycholinguistics, 
and field methods (with focus on the documentation and description of endangered languages. Currently, 
our Linguistics faculty and students have ongoing research projects relating to Southern Ute (spoken in 
the Four Corners region of the US), Mi’kmaq (spoken in Canada’s Atlantic Provinces; intense revitalization 
efforts are underway), and Comanche (spoken in the Great Plains region of the US; fewer than 20 fully 
native speakers alive), as well as P’urhepecha and Nahua (both spoken in the Michoacán region of 
Mexico). 
 
In the realm of Applied Linguistics, with a focus on GTA professional training and development, we offer 
FLE 6892 “Research in Foreign Language Learning Theories.” This pedagogy course, required for all first-
time GTAs, gives an overview of current research on second-language acquisition and gives our MA GTAs 
the opportunity to assess the practical relevance of each method in the live classroom context. Students 
in the course have a variety of assignments that allow them to do this, including activities in which they 
“shadow” a master teacher, visit the class of a GTA peer and provide a peer review of the experience, 
assess the pedagogical methodologies displayed in a range of current textbooks, and practice 
implementing structured technological activities in the classroom. Students who have gone through the 
practicum are prepared to begin a career in teaching, whether at the university level or the K-12 level.  
 
In Comparative Literature, our faculty regularly offer courses that have multiple cross-listed sections, each 
one with a unique prefix and each one prioritizing readings and themes from a particular national literary 
tradition—e.g., French/Francophone, Spanish/Latin American, Italian. Students attend the same weekly 
lecture/discussion, and read the same common core texts (with all of the various literary traditions 
represented in it), but each student is expected to read texts from her/his area of study entirely in lingua 
and perform all written course work entirely in lingua. The weekly discussion therefore serves as a bridge 
for reflection and comparison across all of the traditions, with each student serving as “informer” for a 
specific tradition inside the larger whole.  Two of our most popular courses using this model are “The 
Baroque: A Comparative Approach” and “Comparative Caribbean Idea(l)s.” 
 
Also in Comparative Literature, we offer students a graduate-level course in translation theory (FOT 
6807 “History and Theory of Translation”): 
 

History and Theory of Translation (FOT 6807) 3 credits 
Prerequisites: B.A. in literary or linguistic field or equivalent 
History and theory of translation in Europe and in the Americas beginning with the early Roman translators and continuing 
through Medieval, Renaissance, Neoclassical, Modernist, and Post-colonial theory and practice. The course poses 
questions about language and meaning, canon and culture, and cross-cultural communication. 

 

The course does more than provide students with a broad historical overview of the genre of translation 
theory; it also gives students a hands-on research opportunity to do a text case study with one of the 
documents housed in FAU’s Special Collections. Typically, students work with documents in the Marvin 
and Sibyl Weiner “Spirit of America” Special Collection, which contains many first editions of books and 
other documents related to the founding of America. The student’s case study is the seed for a multimedia 
curated digital exhibit and a more traditional term paper. This is the first graduate course in our 
department to be formally redesigned with a fully online option, and with the digital humanities angle in 
mind. In order to achieve this online course redesign, Dr. Munson worked with the Center for eLearning 
and Library Services to get film footage from inside Special Collections. Since the Florida Board of 
Governors is mandating that by 2022 all graduate students must take at least one fully online course 
toward their degree, our department is positioning itself proactively by developing online courses, such 
as this one, that provide curricular benefit to all of our tracks and that also encourage pedagogical 
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innovation in the context of the digital humanities. 
 
Scope of institutional contributions 
 
Our department offers many cross-listed courses. Sometimes these cross-listings run across disciplines 
(as when we run Comparative Literature courses with various SPW, FRW, ITW, and LIT sections). Other 
times these cross-listings run across colleges—e.g., LIN 6707 Pscyholinguistics (offered through LLCL and 
the Department of Pscyhology in the College of Science) and TSL 6253 Applied Linguistics and TESOL 
(offered through LLCL and the Department of Teaching and Learning in the College of Education). 
Sometimes they run across departments or programs inside our college—we regularly cross-list our MA 
courses with the college’s PhD Program in Comparative Studies and the Department of English.  
 
Our department also provides a vital service course for graduate students in other disciplines: we offer 
“Reading for Research” courses that allow students to demonstrate reading proficiency for research 
purposes. Several graduate programs in our college (both MA and PhD) require this as a formal element 
of their curriculum. In addition to offering these courses, we also provide testing services for those 
graduate students who wish to demonstrate research language proficiency through a translation exam. 
We also evaluate foreign credentials of students who wish to demonstrate their proficiency this way.  
 
LLCL oversees a graduate certificate in ESL; it is one of the most popular in the College, and many of our 
Mas earn it as a supplement to their professional teaching credentials. See Appendix F for the program 
checklist. LLCL also participates actively in certificates for Asian Studies; Caribbean and Latin American 
Studies; Classical Studies; Film Studies; Peace, Justice, and Human Rights; and Women’s Studies.  
 
Our department regularly hosts training workshops for our GTAs and for teachers in the local community, 
as we describe in more detail later on.  
 
Student profile 
 
Diversity and Demographics 
 

 AY 2014-2015 AY 2015-2016 AY 2016-2017 College Total 
AY 2016-2017  

University Total 
AY 2016-2017 

 MA/T: French      

Asian/Pacific Islander -- 1 1 11 286 

Black 6 6 6 47 1020 

Hispanic 0 1 1 71 1011 

White 3 1 1 257 2877 

Non-resident Alien 1 2 1 24 243 

 10 11 11 410 5437 

MA/T: Spanish      

Asian/Pacific Islander 2 1 0 11 286 

Black 2 0 0 47 1020 

Hispanic 10 7 8 71 1011 

White 3 2 0 257 2877 

Non-resident Alien 2 1 1 24 243 

    410 5437 

MA: Linguistics** 
MA: Comp Lit ** 

     

Asian/Pacific Islander 2 1 1 11 286 

Black 4 4 3 47 1020 

Hispanic 11 8 3 71 1011 

White 21 19 13 257 2877 

Non-resident Alien 6 8 9 24 243 

 34 40 29 410 5437 
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** NB: Because this chart represents data for programs prior to the rollup, the MA: Linguistics and MA: 
Comparative Literature cohorts are combined.  
 

As this data demonstrate, LLCL graduate students come from diverse ethnic, racial, and national 
backgrounds. For the 2016-2017 cohort year, 5.26% of our graduate cohort identified as Asian/Pacific 
Islander, 10.53% as Black, 36.84% as Hispanic or Latino, and 42.11% as White. In these cohort years (2012-
2017) we also had significant numbers of “Non-resident Alien” graduate students. These numbers reflect 
the strength of our Saudi Arabia Scholarship cohorts. As we mention above, however, these students are 
no longer applying to our graduate programs because of significant changes in the global political 
environment.  
 
Student Status (Full-Time, Part-Time)  
 
As with our BA student cohorts, our MA student cohorts demonstrate a mix of full-time and part-time 
status. The programs with the highest percentage of full-time students are those programs (French, 
Spanish, Comp Lit) where we are able to offer substantially more GTAships (i.e., those linked to the 
delivery of basic language courses).  
 
Graduate Teaching Assistantships 
 
Typically, all but a few of our full-time graduate students hold GTA positions. Currently, we have 24 MA 
students with GTAships. We also have 9 PhD students holding GTAships affiliated with our department. 
For our MA GTAships, there are 12 linked to Spanish, 4 linked to French, 1 linked to Arabic, and 6 linked 
to Linguistics. One is linked to the Department of Philosophy. As these numbers show, over the past six 
years we have been able to greatly expand the number of GTAships that are not linked to delivery of 
lower-division languages. We have been able to do so through the development of large IFP courses, such 
as LIN 2607 Global Perspectives on Language. Some of these sections are fully online, and the Center for 
eLearning provides us with the funding for the GTAships linked to these sections.  
 
Other Forms of Assistance 
 
Our department is able to provide additional forms of assistance. We typically receive two Provost’s 
Fellowships each year from the Graduate College; these are $2,500 for a student’s first year, and are used 
to recruit students into our program. We also have Foundation funds that allow us to supplement 
graduate student incomes; these are LLCL Graduate Fellowships, and they range from $500 to $1,500 
depending on the size of our recruitment pool for that year. 
 
Scholarly and Professional Activity 
 
Our MA and PhD-linked students demonstrate strong scholarly activity, and this is reflected in their 
success in being admitted to top-flight PhD programs across the country. For the 2017-2018 year, we 
collected the following data: 

Conference Presentations: Seven of the 19 (or roughly 37%) submitted abstracts to professional 
conferences in discipline, and had them accepted. Approximately half of these presentations were given 
in lingua (in languages other than English). Our department is proud of this, and in keeping with our 
mission, we are fully committed to helping students find a linguistically wide variety of venues for 
conference presentation and publication. 
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Journal Article Acceptance/Publication: Two of the 19 (or roughly 11%) had a journal article accepted for 
publication. One of the two, an acclaimed playwright and author, also published a book and gave multiple 
in-person lectures and a television interview about her creative work.  

Ph.D. Program Acceptance: Three of the of the 19 (or roughly 16%) gained admittance to a nationally 
ranked Ph.D. program in discipline upon graduation. We have an extremely strong track record of placing 
MA graduates from all disciplines in top-flight PhD programs. Recent graduates have gone to PhD 
programs at Princeton (Spanish), Cornell (Comparative Literature), Indiana University (Linguistics, 
Comparative Literature), Notre Dame (French), UC Berkeley (Spanish and Portuguese), University of 
Pennsylvania (Spanish), University of Michigan (Spanish), University of Southern California (Linguistics), 
University of Arizona (Linguistics/SLA), University of Maryland (Spanish), Arizona State University 
(Linguistics/SLA), University of Wisconsin (Linguistics/SLA), and—closer to home—Florida International 
University (Spanish and Linguistics), University of Miami (French and Comparative Literature), and 
University of Florida (French and Spanish). 

We are also extremely proud to be one of two founding departments of the College’s PhD Program in 
Comparative Studies. This has enabled us to develop a new area of research strength in Linguistics, 
focused on the documentation and revitalization of endangered languages of the Americas. The working 
group recently won a highly competitive FAU seed grant from the college, and will be preparing a full-
scale NSF grant submission for the current year. Thanks to the mentorship of LLCL faculty in Linguistics, 
the PhD student working with the grant received several highly competitive fellowships and awards. In 
Spring 2018, she won a a Native Voices Endowment Fellowship for full attendance at CoLang (The Institute 
on Collaborative Language research, sponsored by the NSF and the Linguistic Society of America). In Fall 
2018, her project Nʉmʉ Tekwa!/Speak Comanche! (a 7-person team—five from the tribe along with Drs. 
Hamilton and Kharlamov) was selected to work with written and recorded Comanche materials in the 
National Anthropological Archives for a week) thanks to funding provided by the 
Smithsonian’s Recovering Voices Community Research Program. 
 
Advising procedures 
 
LLCL has a single faculty member who serves in the capacity of Director of Graduate Studies. Currently, 
Dr. Nancy Poulson serves in this role. The director is responsible for overseeing all basic advising and 
mentoring for our graduate students. The director handles all queries (phone, email, in-person visits), and 
then guides the candidate through the application process.  
 
Currently, the application process requires candidates to submit materials to the Graduate College and, 
separately, to our department. The Graduate College must receive the online application and associated 
fee (currently $30), as well as a copy of all of the candidate’s official transcripts. If the candidate received 
a degree from outside the United States, the candidate must make arrangements to have a formal 
evaluation and (if relevant) translation of the transcript provided. They may use a NACES-related company 
to do so, or can request this service of FAU’s transcript evaluator. All of these documents are stored 
permanently by the Graduate College and Office of the Registrar. On the departmental end, the candidate 
must provide a writing sample in the relevant language(s), a link to an oral presentation in the relevant 
language(s), and a statement of purpose (in English). The candidate must also arrange to have at least two 
letters of recommendation sent to our department.  
Once the graduate application is complete, a faculty committee reviews it and makes a recommendation: 
admit, do not admit, or admit conditionally. The most frequent reasons for conditional admission are 
situations where the candidate needs to achieve a higher level of English language proficiency (in the case 
of Linguistics), or where the candidate has a very strong dossier but is missing certain key courses in lingua. 
If a candidate is granted conditional admission, the conditions of admission are recorded formally on the 
Graduate College form, and become a formal element of the student’s advising record.  
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Mentoring by the director continues throughout the student’s graduate career. Every fall and spring, all 
LLCL graduate students attend workshops. Each workshop includes: updates on administrative procedures 
that the student needs to keep track of (such as filing a Plan of Study or applying for admission to the 
thesis track of the degree); academic workshops (such as how to prepare for comprehensive 
examinations, or how to navigate the library’s electronic databases); pedagogical workshops (for those 
students who are GTAs); professional workshops (such as how to write a strong CV and job application 
cover letter); and general resource workshops (with presentations by campus offices, including Student 
Accessibility Services and Counseling and Psychological Services).  
 
As students begin to identify their disciplinary interests and affinities, individual graduate faculty members 
also begin serve as direct mentors. If students wish to apply for the thesis option of their MA track, it is 
especially important for them to make connections with individual faculty members in their area(s) of 
interest. Students applying for the thesis track must submit a formal application to the Director of 
Graduate Studies, who then makes the application dossier available to all graduate faculty in the relevant 
section(s). If there is a faculty member who is a good match for the thesis project and has the capacity to 
serve as director, the faculty member will nominate her- or himself for that role. The rest of the thesis 
committee is then formed. If a graduate student opts to stay in the non-thesis track, then the student will 
be sitting for written comprehensive exams. The non-thesis track is the standard track most students take, 
and our department has a carefully detailed set of examination instructions and documents for these 
students. These detailed exam descriptions, procedures, and reading lists can be found in Appendix G.  
 
MA comprehensive exams are organized, constructed, and delivered for each disciplinary track separately. 
There are four different exam coordinators: French, Spanish, Comparative Literature, Linguistics. In the 
case of Comparative Literature, each student’s exam must be unique to reflect the student’s choice of 
primary and secondary area and the unique reading list for the secondary area. The MA exam coordinators 
perform this function as part of their official service assignment for the academic year. MA exam 
coordinators also serve as exam mentors or guides to help students navigate exam preparation and 
completion.  

We also wish to recognize our strong departmental culture of graduate student mentorship, particularly 
for professional conference activity and Ph.D. program preparation/application, and the strong leadership 
of FAU's Ph.D. Program in Comparative Studies. 

Licensure rates: 
Not applicable. 
 
Employment Profile 

For the 2017-2018 graduating cohort, seven of the 19 (or roughly 37%) found professional positions in 
discipline immediately upon graduation. Many of these positions are in ESL; several are in other countries. 
Almost all of the high schools in Palm Beach and Broward counties have graduates of our MA programs in 
teaching or leadership positions in foreign languages. Our programs are especially well represented in 
private college-preparatory high schools and International Baccalaureate magnet schools. One recent 
graduate was the languages department chair at Saint Andrew’s Preparatory School here in Boca Raton, 
and Associate Director of Program Development and Risk Management for Global Players, before going 
on to become the Director of Study Abroad at Central College, one of the nation’s oldest and most 
respected collegiate study abroad programs. Other recent graduates are: Lecturer in Linguistics at the 
School of Humanities, Massey University, New Zealand; Director, German University in Cairo; and two 
who work for the NSA as Senior National Defense Research Analyst and Virtual Operation Officer, 
specializing in voice data and online social media analysis in French and Moroccan Arabic. 
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Retention and Graduation Rates 
 
In general, we do a very good job at retaining our MA students and getting them through the MA program 
in two years. For our full-time students with GTAships, our retention rate is approximately 90%. It is not 
as high for students who do not hold GTAships. FAU as a whole is highly diverse, and not just in terms of 
ethnicity and race, but also in terms of socioeconomic status, age, head-of-household/parent status, 
veteran status, and employment status. A significant number of our graduate students have families 
and/or work full-time; they are earning the MA in order to qualify for a higher-paying job in their current 
field or to switch careers. We see that these students sometimes need to “stop out” for several semesters  
and then return when they are once again able to balance the competing demands of work life, home life, 
and academic life.  
 
One factor that has greatly increased the two-year MA  graduation rate for our students is  our ability to 
offer them a summer GTAship. By holding a GTA position in the summer, students receive 100% tuition 
waiver for one or two graduate courses counting toward the plan of study, and a stipend of $2,500. By 
taking one or two courses in the summer, they reduce the number of courses they take in their final 
semester (i.e., during thesis-writing or comprehensive exam-taking). We hope to be able to continue to 
offer robust summer language course schedules so that our MA (and PhD) students can continue to 
benefit from a lower teaching load later on in their graduate career.   
 
Student recruitment 

 
Traditionally, we have relied on several key recruitment strategies, including: mailing fliers and sending 
emails to BA language programs in Florida and in neighboring states; recently, we have also made a 
concerted effort to post more about Open Houses and other departmental events on social media outlets. 
We also send representatives to all FAU graduate recruiting events, and many of our faculty also attend 
recruiting events at local colleges, or host special events just for their campus (film series, special talks, 
etc.).  

We have also dedicated ourselves to serving as the local host site for Palm Beach County’s yearly “Back to 
School” teacher in-service training workshop for all world language K-12 teachers in the county. We hand 
out bags of recruiting materials to each attendee, and since many of the attendees are our own alumni, 
we take advantage of this sizeable network. We also make a point of having our faculty offer one or more 
workshop sessions during the event; they share their expertise on SLA pedagogy and on the teaching of 
language and literature in the L2 classroom.  

In 2017, we also began offering GTA stipend enhancements in the form of LLCL graduate fellowships. 
These range from $500 to $1,500 and along with Provost’s Fellowships, they help us recruit extremely 
strong students from beyond FAU’s traditional service area. 

 
 
 

Faculty 
Include all faculty in Department, Center or Unit within the College. 
 
Our department is composed of a mix of tenure-track, non-tenure-track, GTA, and adjunct faculty. Our 
faculty is highly diverse in terms of ethnicity, race, and nationality. Our full-time faculty represent thirteen 
different nationalities Nine are Hispanic or Latino, which is a full 50% of the College’s Hispanic/Latino 
faculty population. We have gender diversity in the department. We also have a healthy mix of assistant, 
associate, and full professors.  With the two replacement hires we are making this year, we will be well-
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staffed, and our Arabic language and culture program will be well supported. With this Arabic position we 
will also be able to support a stronger Arabic GTA/graduate student population. 
 
Tenure-Line Faculty 
 
LLCL currently has 20 tenure-track faculty. There are 18 in-unit tenure-line faculty members, of which two 
are Assistant Professors (not yet tenured), seven are Professors at full rank (including one Eminent Scholar 
of Jewish Studies), and nine are Associate Professors (with tenure). There are two out-of-unit faculty 
members (“out-of-unit” because of their primary administrative roles): the Chair and the Dean of the 
College of Arts and Letters. We are currently doing two position searches, both of which are replacement 
hires: an Assistant Professor of Arabic Studies, and an Associate or Full Professor of Latin American 
Literature and Culture.  
 
Non-Tenure-Track Faculty 
 
LLCL currently has 10 NTT faculty, of whom five are at the rank of Instructor and five have already 
advanced to the rank of Senior Instructor. Among our NTT faculty, three hold PhDs and two are earning 
terminal degrees right here at FAU.  
 
Other Faculty 
 
LLCL hires approximately ten adjuncts during a given semester. Several years ago we were hiring adjuncts 
to help us cover lesser-taught languages; we are glad to be in a position of strength now where the only 
lesser-taught language for which we need to hire adjuncts is Modern Hebrew. Our goal continues to be 
to minimize the use of adjuncts wherever and whenever possible. Now that the PhD Program is reopened 
and we have a steady pipeline of MA and PhD students, we are able to reduce our reliance on adjuncts.  
 
Administrative Structure  
The core administrative structure of LLCL currently consists of the Chair, a full-time Program Assistant, 
and a ¾ time Secretary. We were able to increase the secretarial position from 20 hours a week to 30 
hours a week, but given the size and complexity of our department (28 full-time faculty; 10 adjuncts; 40 
full-time GTAs), we still need an increase for our secretarial support. 
 
There are also five faculty service/support positions that are part of our core administrative structure:  
Director of Graduate Studies, Director of Undergraduate Studies, Director of Scheduling, Director of the 
Spanish Basic Language Program, and Director of the French and Italian Basic Language Programs. Until 
this semester, our department also had oversight for the curriculum of the Pathway to Academic 
Readiness (“PAR”) English pathway program at FAU. Currently, the same faculty member is serving as 
Director of the French and Italian Basic Language Program and the Director of Scheduling. Faculty 
members receive a one-course release and a stipend for this year-round service. When we are in dire 
need of additional staff support, we also hire temporary student workers to help staff the front desk and 
answer the phones. 
 
 
Academic Specialties:  
 
Our faculty has specialties in distinct but connected disciplinary areas, and using widely varying 
methodologies. There is a core group with multiple disciplinary areas of expertise—indeed, this is a strong 
feature of our department, and we have always hired faculty members with disciplinary 
interconnectedness and multiple specializations in mind. Approximately half of our faculty members are 
scholars of literary and/or cultural studies. Approximately half are scholars of linguistics. Among the 
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linguists, both theoretical and applied areas are represented, as are multiple languages linked to majors 
and/or minors (French, German, Spanish). Among the linguistics faculty, all but two of the six have dual 
appointments in Linguistics and in a language program (French, German, Spanish).  
 
In literary and cultural studies, our areas of disciplinary expertise are defined by literary, cultural, and 
language tradition. Broadly speaking, this refers to: French and Francophone Studies; Spanish and Latin 
American Studies; Italian and Mediterranean Studies; and Comparative Literature (a discipline defined by 
expertise in two or more literary traditions, usually defined by language context). Specific areas of 
specialty inside each of these traditions include: Caribbean and Latin American Studies, particularly in the 
context of literary and film production; medieval, colonial, and early modern studies (including such 
canonical authors as Dante, Boccaccio, and Cervantes); Translatlantic and Mediterranean studies 
(Spain/Latin America, Italy/America, Italy/North Africa, etc.); postcolonial studies (especially in the North 
African/ arabo-francophone and hispanophone contexts); gender studies (women’s authorship and 
autobiographical practices, women’s roles in historical and contemporary social justice movements); 
sexuality studies (with particular focus on Spanish/Latin American literary and cinematic production); and 
translation studies (such as the history and theory of bilingual authorship) and critical theory (including 
ecocriticism).  
 
In theoretical linguistics, our major areas of research strength are: biosemiotics and its extensions well 
beyond human semiotic artifacts (language, abstract symbolic thought) to include the biological 
significance of codes and sign processes, from genetic code sequences to intercellular signaling); and 
documenting the morphology, syntax, and phonology of several critically endangered languages of the 
Americas, including Southern Ute (spoken in the Four Corners region of the US), Mi’kmaq (spoken in 
Canada’s Atlantic Provinces; intense revitalization efforts are underway), and Comanche (spoken in the 
Great Plains region of the US; fewer than 20 fully native speakers alive), as well as P’urhepecha and Nahua 
(both spoken in the Michoacán region of Mexico). 
 
In applied linguistics, the major area of specialty is Second Language Acquisition. More specifically, areas 
of expertise include: the advantages of technology-enhanced language classrooms; the importance of 
socio-pragmatic linguistic competency and how the use of social media platforms can enhance students’ 
acquisition of it; how input-based instruction increases the efficiency of processing strategies in adult 
learners; and the utility of carefully considered L1 use in the L2 college classroom.  
 
Faculty Teaching Load,  Methods of Calculation, and Principles of Assignment 
 
Tenure-line faculty members in our college hold a standard 2/3 teaching load. (Teaching load is not 
standard across colleges, and indeed those colleges linked to FAU’s “platforms” can have teaching loads 
as low as 1-1 or 1-0.) The College of Arts and Letters does not differentiate between three-credit courses 
and four-credit courses for establishing teaching loads; both count as one course. In at least one other 
FAU college, however, teaching load is established by credit-hour total (with 12 being a full-time load), 
not by individual number of courses taught. This discrepancy is particularly visible to faculty in our 
department because this college houses our exact disciplines and teaches many of the very same courses 
we do.  
 
Thanks to a formal college policy, tenure-line junior faculty members receive two guaranteed pre-tenure 
course reductions for research; these are usually taken in the first and fourth years. Non-tenure-track 
faculty in our college teach a standard 4/4 course load, with no access to course releases for research 
purposes. However, non-tenure-track faculty members do receive a lowered course load of 3/4 if they are 
given a major instructional service assignment. LLCL has four instructors with this type of modified 
teaching load: one assists the Director of the Basic Spanish Program with administrative tasks; two serve 
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as coordinators of online basic language programs (Spanish, French); and one serves as the Director of the 
LLCL Continuing Education Program in World Languages and Cultures.  
 
The in-unit faculty contract period runs from early August to the first week of May. Summer teaching 
appointments are not part of the in-load assignment, and all full-time faculty members have the 
contractual right (as part of the Collective Bargaining Agreement) to formally request consideration for 
two separate summer teaching assignments. Most faculty members in our college (and in LLCL) do request 
summer teaching in order to offset extremely low salaries. It is frustrating to see that many junior faculty 
need to take summer teaching for financial reasons, instead of being able to use summers to enhance 
their research productivity.  
 
Recently, however, chairs gained a new measure of flexibility in constructing faculty teaching schedules, 
which can help offset the effects of energy spent on summer teaching. With the new “mini-mester” course 
modality, a chair can arrange a teaching schedule so that it only runs for the first half or the second half 
of a fall or spring term; this gives the faculty member half of the relevant semester to be able to focus 
more fully on research. In our college, chairs are also encouraged to ask the dean for additional flexibility 
in assignment—for instance, allowing a faculty member to “bank” a course during the prior term (or year) 
in order to teach a reduced load the next term (or year).  
 
The core principles governing the construction of teaching assignments are the same for both tenure-
track and non-tenure-track faculty: ensuring that each full-time faculty member is treated fairly and not 
placed at an unfair disadvantage. In practical terms, this means that although all assignments are of course 
constructed with curricular and student need as the top priority, assignments are nevertheless explicitly 
constructed with the goal of allowing all faculty members to demonstrate professional range and growth 
when seeking promotion to the next rank. FAU instituted a promotional system for instructors about 10 
years ago, and LLCL now has four senior instructors. Each instructor is encouraged to develop specific 
areas of professional interest and future development; they are also encouraged to pursue terminal 
degrees in field, if this is of interest to them. Several of our instructors are active scholars, producing 
notable literary, scholarly, and creative works. They do us proud. 
 
Summary of Faculty Scholarship and Research Productivity 
 
Over the past seven years, our faculty has received strong internal and external recognition for research. 
Internally, they have regularly received highly competitive one-semester sabbaticals, college SCAF 
(Scholarly and Creative Activity Fellowship) awards, and College nomination as Scholar of the Year at rank. 
In 2015, one of our associate professors won the university-wide award. Recent external faculty awards 
include the Dora Maar Residency Fellowship (Museum of Fine Arts, Houston), the Camargo Foundation 
Fellowship (Cassis, France), and the AATSP (American Association for the Teaching of Spanish and 
Portuguese) Outstanding Scholarly Publication Award.  One of our faculty members won the University’s 
Scholar of the Year Award. Our scholarship continues to add to FAU’s international reputation given the 
fact that many of our publications are written in lingua and placed in journals in the countries related to 
our fields of study. In addition, many faculty members are active on major editorial boards, in conference 
planning and hosting, and in contributions such as book reviews and textbooks. We also have several 
faculty members who regularly produce creative works and scholarly translations.  
 
The chart below demonstrates LLCL faculty’s research productivity in relation to that of the college and 
wider university. Columns 1-3 represent academic-year research productivity for all full-time faculty in 
our department for the three academic years 2014-15, 2015-16, and 2016-17, as reported directly by our 
unit to FAU’s Office of Institutional Effectiveness & Analysis (IEA).  Column 4 represents total research 
productivity for AY 2016-2017 for all full-time faculty in the College of Arts and Letters, as reported directly 
to IEA by each academic unit in the College. Column 5 represents total research productivity for AY 2016-
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2017 for all full-time faculty across the entire university, as reported to IEA by each academic unit 
university-wide. *Please note that when collecting data on faculty research productivity, IEA does not 
distinguish between tenure-line faculy and non-tenure-line faculty; all full-time faculty are included.  
 
As the chart below demonstrates, LLCL has been especially productive in terms of book production, with 
our faculty accounting for more than 25% of the College’s overall book publication in AY 2016-2017. 
 

 
 
Given the multidisciplinary nature of our department, there is great variability in the kind of research and 
scholarship that we produce; this is explicitly reflected in our promotion and tenure criteria. In the realm 
of literary studies, articles, book chapters, monographs, co-authored books, and edited books are the 
standard publications produced. Book projects often take several (or more) years of work from conception 
to publication. The Modern Language Association (MLA), our professional organization, has been advising 
departments and institutions to move away from “the book” as the main form of productivity considered 
for promotion and tenure, recognizing ever-shrinking university press budgets (indeed, some university 
presses are closing down). More and more scholarly journals are appearing in newer online or open-access 
format, and these are also important venues for the dissemination of scholarship. For our linguists, journal 
articles and book chapters tend to be more common forms of publication; many of these are also 
coauthored, as is common practice in the social sciences and STEM-related disciplines. We also have 
colleagues with expertise in Second Language Acquisition who produce scholarship and research in the 
form of foreign language textbook production. Scholarly translation is a longstanding form of scholarly 
productivity in the humanities, especially for those of us working in premodern and early modern periods. 
Creative writing is a welcome and valued form of scholarship as well, and reflects our department’s 
commitment to enriched understandings of writing as a social, cultural, and scholarly practice. Conference 
presentations are expected of all research faculty. Faculty CVs provide details on the individual 
accomplishments of our faculty members; they are included as Appendix H of this document.  
 
Strategic planning for hires 
 
Our plans for hiring always take into account the cross-disciplinary nature of our programs, and our areas 
of greatest productivity and growth potential. This past summer (2018) we were able to develop a new 
full-time instructorship focused on Linguistics and also directorship of our department’s Continuing 
Education program. The instructor hired into the position holds a PhD and is therefore able to serve at all 
levels of our curriculum. He also has considerable experience in translation as a profession, and we have 
plans to “reboot” our translation track at the MA level. This additional support for Linguistics has already 
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proven invaluable; we have been able to commit to several sabbatical applications for our linguists 
because we have guaranteed coverage at the MA level.  
 
Our two current hires, both technically replacement positions, have each been designed with this in mind. 
One of the two positions will give us, for the first time ever in our department’s history, someone with a 
primary specialty in Arabic language and culture. This will allow us to grow the Arabic program beyond its 
current existence as a minor track. In expanding this program to the upper-division level, we will also be 
integrating it into other disciplines in our department and enriching LLCL and College offerings at the BA, 
MA, and PhD levels. Our college has strength in political science and diplomacy, interdisciplinary cultural 
studies, and world literatures. This position will benefit them all, and will be an integral part of the 
College’s vision for a new interdisciplinary BA degree in Global Studies. Our other position that we are 
hiring for, a senior faculty member in Latin American Literature and Culture, is designed to enable the 
growth of the Caribbean and Latin American Studies Program, which currently exists only as a certificate. 
We envision the strategic expansion of this program, with new curricular tracks linked both to Global 
Studies and LLCL. Our College’s new strategic initiative “The Americas Project” will also be a key part of 
this development.  
 
Our future hires will be designed to strengthen areas of critical need, and areas where we have strong 
and innovative growth opportunities. As with all of our other hires, they will also be designed to fulfill 
multiple needs. 
  
D.  RESEARCH 

Overview 
 
All of LLCL’s research activity is informed by interdisciplinary values and practices. Much of our research 
activity is also deeply rooted in community places and practices. Many of our faculty members have 
research specialties that draw on the specificity of FAU’s location at the intersections of South Florida, the 
Caribbean, Latin American, and translatlantic intersections more broadly speaking. Examples of our 
productivity on this front include research bringing to light women’s contributions to the culture of early 
Spanish Florida; a project focused on Jesuit practices in Latin America and their influence on European 
intellectual culture; and several projects focused on the documentation and revitalization of 
underdescribed and endangered languages of the Americas.  
 
Interdisciplinary efforts and community engagement efforts 

 
To study language and related fields is to be intimately committed to human communication and the 
sharing of ideas, knowledge, and new perspectives. LLCL’s faculty members are not only productive 
researchers; they are also public-oriented scholars who understand that connecting students, other 
faculty, and the wider public to their disciplines and their research is essential. Our faculty members bring 
conferences, symposia, public lectures, book readings, and film series to FAU’s campus on a highly regular 
basis, and this contributes substantially to the life of the college and the university at large. Recent 
examples of signature events include: the Tournées French Film Festival (made possible through a 
competitive grant application via the French Ministry of Culture); an international symposium on “Gender 
and Decolonization in the Iberian World”; and the 41st Annual Meeting of the Semiotic Society of America. 
In Spring 2019, LLCL faculty will bring the Southeastern Conference on Linguistics to FAU.  

 
Review of Part II of the Departmental Dashboard Indicators 
 
Establishment of Departmental Research Goals  
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LLCL’s overall research goals are established through a combination of elements: (a) each tenure-line 
faculty member’s tenure status (pre- or post-tenure), overall career trajectory, and opportunities for 
advancement in field; (b) the department’s opportunities for having its faculty make a mark through 
disciplinary research; and the department’s role in contributing meaningfully to the College’s research 
profile and initiatives. In support of LLCL’s research goals, each individual tenure-line faculty member 
receives an annual assignment that always seeks to prioritize research. Junior faculty members are given 
an annual assignment of 1.0 FTE of which .30 FTE to .40 FTE (on average) is assigned to research. Tenured 
faculty members are given an annual assignment for which .20 (at a minimum) is assigned to research. 
The annual assignment also blends research and its connections to community engagement into other 
formal areas of the assignment (service, direct classroom teaching, and service that is explicitly related to 
instruction). LLCL faculty members are explicitly encouraged to grow organic links between various 
elements of the assignment, and to bring their research, scholarship, and creative activity into the public 
realm and community engagement context whenever possible. Faculty members receive explicit credit in 
all evaluative contexts (the annual assignment, the annual evaluation, promotion and tenure, and 
Sustained Performance Evaluation) for doing so.  
 
One specific area where LLCL is making concerted efforts to develop its research productivity is extramural 
grant applications. We have several disciplinary research areas of strong grant potential but no strong and 
sustained grant activity (as yet)—e.g., description, documentation, and revitalization of underdescribed 
and endangered languages of the Americas; bilingualism; and Second Language Acquisition. We also wish 
to point out that even though LLCL does not display any grant activity for several of the years presented 
in Table II.A.B below, this is not fully accurate: our faculty members have have received highly competitive 
writing residencies, and these function as the equivalent of grants in the context of the humanities. 
 
Analysis and Assessment of Overall Research Productivity 
 
LLCL faculty members demonstrate research productivity on par with that of the college mean. It is 
important to point out that one standard measure of research productivity—delivering a paper at a 
conference—is largely dependent on having access to adequate research resources. This is doubly true 
for LLCL faculty members, for whom attending a conference often means significant international travel. 
The average $1,000 yearly amount guaranteed by the College for tenure-line research does not go very 
far in this context. This is one of the factors driving our department to spend more effort than we might 
otherwise continuing to develop ideas for new market-rate initiatives that could become additional 
funding sources for our department. Ironically, by having LLCL faculty spend time and energy on 
developing new market-rate initiatives now, in the name of building new departmental sources of income 
for more research activity later, means that our research productivity measures in the current moment 
are not as high as they otherwise would be if these research support funds were already in place. 
Departments that have endowments or other guaranteed forms of supplemental income clearly 
demonstrate higher research productivity than those that do not.  
 
The chart below demonstrates LLCL’s full-time faculty total research productivity, as expressed in 
collective Person-Years and FTE, in relation to the total research productivity of full-time faculty in our 
College and across the wider university. *Note: All data in this chart was provided by FAU’s Office of 
Institutional Effectiveness & Analysis (IEA), and was derived directly from formal faculty Annual 
Assignments as established in the FAIR system. Crucially, this chart does distinguish between tenure-line 
and non-tenure-line faculty.  
 
Columns 1-3 represent total Person-Year and FTE research productivity of all full-time LLCL faculty for the 
three academic years 2014-15, 2015-16, and 2016-17. Column 4 represents total Person-Year and FTE 
research productivity of all full-time faculty in the College of Arts and Letters for the 2016-2017 Academic 
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Year. Column 5 represents total Person-Year and FTE research productivity for all full-time academic-unit-
based faculty across the entire university for the 2016-2017 Academic Year. 
 

 
 
Table D I-9 (see below) gives LLCL research efficiency data in the context of LLCL full-time faculty research 
productivity. *Please note that this chart does not distinguish between tenure-line and non-tenure-line 
faculty; all full-time faculty are included. Columns 1-3 represent mean academic-year research 
productivity, in various key research production categories (books/monographs; article, book chapters, 
and other forms of peer-reviewed research; conference presentations; performances; etc.) for all full-time 
LLCL faculty, for the three academic years 2014-15, 2015-16, and 2016-17, as reported directly by our unit 
to FAU’s Office of Institutional Effectiveness & Analysis (IEA).  Column 4 represents mean research 
productivity in these same research production categories for AY 2016-2017 for all full-time faculty in the 
College of Arts and Letters, as reported directly to IEA by each academic unit in the College. Column 5 
represents mean research productivity by category for AY 2016-2017 for all full-time academic-unit-based 
faculty across the entire university, as reported to IEA by each academic unit university-wide.  
 
We note with interest that LLCL’s book-productivity ratio is much higher than the College’s for the 2016-
2017 academic year (LLCL published 0.3 books per faculty member; college-wide, it was only 0.1 books 
per faculty member). Given that books take much longer to come to fruition than articles or book chapters 
do, our considerable book-publication productivity points to very high levels of sustained scholarship in 
discipline. Further underscoring this sustained research productivity is the consistent LLCL mean of 1.1 for 
“other peer-review publications per faculty member”—this number is well above the college mean of 0.8 
per faculty member. LLCL faculty members have much to be proud of.  
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E.  Service and Community Engagement.   
 
Overview 
 
Our faculty are models for establishing meaningful connections between research, service, and 
community engagement at all levels: departmental, college, university, professional, and inside our wider 
communities. Importantly, many of our faculty members were also early leaders in FAU’s push to garner 
more faculty involvement in Academic Service-Learning projects. In fact, thanks to the sustained 
contributions of one of LLCL’s own faculty members in collaboration with FAU’s Weppner Center and the 
Division of Student Affairs, Florida Atlantic University received the Florida Campus Compact’s Engaged 
Campus of the Year Award. LLCL contributed hundreds of Academic Service-Learning hours to FAU’s 
overall totals through the implementation of Academic Service-Learning in Intermediate Spanish courses. 
Students in these courses regularly volunteer their time in lingua at a variety of service-learning venues, 
including the West Palm Beach Housing Authority, FAU’s Louis and Anne Green Memory and Wellness 
Center, FAU’s Henderson School, and JC Mitchell Elementary School.   
 
At the departmental level, our faculty members serve on many different disciplinary-specific committees 
and initiatives; develop Academic Service-Learning courses (including in the Study Abroad context); and 
do outreach via cultural events and research projects. Our faculty members serve as advisors to student 
clubs and honor societies, and in fact, recently established a new Honor Society Chapter here at FAU 
(Gamma Kappa Alpha, the National Italian Honor Society). At the college level, our faculty serve on 
numerous interdisciplinary certificate and program committees; we also have a faculty member who has 
served as Fellow for the Program in Peace, Justice, and Human Rights. Our faculty sit on the PhD Executive 
Committee and on many other college committees.  
 
At the university level, two faculty members hold major administrative service roles: Dean of Arts and 
Letters, and University Honors Coordinator. They serve on key presidential and provost committees. Dean 
Horswell also represents FAU on the statewide language planning committee. Importantly, of our senior 
faculty members was a co-PI for the grant that enabled FAU to qualify for HSI (Hispanic-Serving Institution) 
designation. This designation, in turn, enables ALL of FAU’s faculty members to apply for far more federal 
grants and monies as a result.  
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In terms of wider service to the profession, we have faculty who serve as Fulbright reviewers and NSA 
grant reviewers; many faculty serve as peer reviewers for top-tier journals in field, and serve on editorial 
boards of these same journals. Faculty members organize national and international conferences, and 
enhance FAU’s profile considerably. Two faculty members serve on national AP board examination 
committees. One senior faculty member holds three crucial roles: she is FAU’s representative to the 
University Press of Florida, she is Vice President of Sigma Delta Pi (National Hispanic Collegiate Honor 
Society) for the Southeast United States, and she is Immediate Past Chair of the Florida Humanities 
Council.  
 
Establishment of Departmental Service Goals  
 
LLCL faculty members naturally gravitate to high-impact forms of service. What is more challenging is 
ensuring a healthy balance between traditional forms of institutional service (such as serving on 
committees or representing the department at Faculty Assembly and Faculty Senate) and more visible, 
high-impact forms of service. It is sometimes a struggle to ensure the unit retains enough faculty ‘capital’ 
to meet the department’s need for representation in all aspects of faculty governance. To this end, we 
recently started the practice of establishing service assignments through open and collective discussion 
at a general end-of-year departmental meeting. Each faculty is presented with a common list of all 
necessary service roles, along with the list of who held each service position during the year about to end. 
The entire faculty is thus present for open discussion, deliberation, collaboration, and negotiation over 
next year’s necessary service assignments. By focusing attention on those forms of service that are 
required for the institutional functioning of the unit, it is easier to get faculty to understand that these 
service roles must be established, in as equitable a manner as possible, before we will consider other 
forms of service that have higher intrinsic motivation (perhaps even “glamour” or “glory”) linked to them. 
The ideal is to ensure that each faculty member provides core institutional service while also having the 
opportunity to shine in a (perhaps) more motivating, community-oriented service setting (if so desired). 
 
Assessment of how well goals are being met 
 
As Table C.1-3 below indicates, LLCL faculty members have much greater service obligations than the 
typical faculty member in our college or across the wider university. Whereas LLCL faculty serve on 5.3 
faculty membership committees on average, other faculty in our own college only serve on an average of 
3.2 such committees. This is a notable discrepancy, and it certainly suggests that LLCL faculty members 
are correct in their assessment that compared to their faculty peers in the college they are more heavily 
burdened with “standard” faculty service work.  
 
Although LLCL faculty members also demonstrate higher levels of membership on community or 
professional committees, the discrepancy is nowhere near as dramatic as it is for membership on faculty 
committees. In addition, many faculty report that membership on this type of community or professional 
committee is more intrinsically rewarding, and may often therefore be perceived as less burdensome for 
this reason.  
 
In the near future, we want to begin measuring service success in terms of more tangible “metrics,” 
including increases in applications to our programs, increased engagement with our social media postings 
and email campaigns, and increasese in donations to our programs.   
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Specific Examples of High-Impact Service Achievements 
 
Our success in service (especially with a wider community / donor focus) is very visible. Just this past spring 
(2018), our Italian Studies program received a $200,000 donation from Pat DiSalvo and family, in memory 
of artist Tom DiSalvo, to establish the Tom DiSalvo Excellence in Italian Studies and Art Endowment. The 
presence of the Rosal Trillo Clough Italian Futurist collection, housed in the Wimberly Library Special 
Collections and currently valued at about $500,000, is also the result of connections our Italian faculty 
members have made with program donors. The Italian program also regularly receives thousands of 
dollars for Study Abroad (and other) scholarships thanks to the generosity of local donors (including Il 
Circolo of the Palm Beaches).  
 
In 2016, Florida Atlantic University’s Rho Omicron Chapter of Sigma Delta Pi, the National Collegiate 
Hispanic Honor Society, received the prestigious Ignacio and Sophie Galbis Award, presented annually to 
the most outstanding chapter nationwide for activities accomplished during the academic year. In 
addition, it also earned “honor chapter” status—a distinction awarded to only 13 chapters nationwide 
that year. It was the eighth year in a row in which the FAU chapter earned this coveted distinction. It won 
this distinction through its rich cultural programming—all events for which were open to the public, and 
timed to coincide with FAU’s designation as Hispanic-Serving Instutition.  
 
Finally, we had another very visible recent success story: in Spring 2018, thanks to the work of LLCL faculty 
members, FAU was confirmed as an official international testing center for the prestigious Diplômes du 
français professionnel, offered through the Chambre de Commerce de Paris—Île-de-France. FAU is one of 
only two testing sites in the state of Florida. In Spring 2018 we delivered the  first DFP test at FAU, and 
this fall we delivered three more tests. All four of the students testing earned the diploma with high marks. 
Only one of the test-takers was a French major; the others were from the College of Business. We 
anticipate strong demand for this test, and are working to implement a similar test in the Spanish 
professional context. We are using this as a first step in building more “microcredentialing” opportunities 
and other enrichments in curricular sequences across LLCL.  
 
F.  Other Program Goals.  For each Department, Center or Unit within the College. 
 
One of our most important goals is to continue to develop a robust revenue stream for the department. 
This money will go primarily in support of faculty professional development, and it will be available to 
both tenure-track and non-tenure-track full-time faculty. We have an excellent base in place: the LLCL 
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Continuing Education Program’s revenues are building, and we hope that by Spring 2020 we will be able 
to begin making this fund available for full-time faculty members. Other market-rate programs we are 
planning in support of this goal include the “FROGS” French K-8 summer language camp (to be held on 
FAU’s campus; planned start date of June 2019) and a parallel Spanish K-8 summer language camp 
(planned start date of June 2020).  
 
Another key LLCL goal is the establishment of an Advisory Board to the department. The board’s purpose 
will be to help us cultivate and connect with potential donors, to help enrich our students’ professional 
connections and world perspectives, and to serve as advocate for our disciplines in specific, and for the 
humanities (and for FAU) more broadly.  
 
G.  Strengths and opportunities that support achievement of program goals.   
 
Our strengths are many, but our greatest strength is our people—faculty, staff, and students. Our tenure-
line faculty members represent a healthy mix of assistant professors, associate professors, and full 
professors. They are productive researchers, innovative and successful teachers, committed mentors, 
creative thinkers, and gifted writers. They are highly international, and representative of over a dozen 
different cultures and languages. Our instructors, too, are consummate professionals with dynamic ideas 
and passion for teaching. They provide our programs with strong stability, and we are delighted to be able 
to support them in their advancement through FAU’s new instructor promotion system. Our staff 
members are committed professionals who always make our collective departmental mission their top 
priority. They are invaluable; we could not function without them. All of these groups, collectively, are our 
lifeblood. 
 
Other notable strengths for our department include:  
 

- The richness of our curriculum, the diversity of our student cohorts, the way in which our 
department blends multiple disciplinary areas together, and the fact that most of our 
faculty members have multiple areas of training and expertise (which is reflected in their 
assignments). We are not a department where disciplines and languages are walled off 
from each other, and this makes us—our degrees, our students, and our entire 
department—all the stronger. 
 

- Having access to at least some Foundation funds dedicated exclusively for student 
support. We use these funds to supplement graduate stipends, cater student events (such 
as an Honor Club initiation ceremony or our semestrial graduate student workshops), and 
provide small stipends to an MA or PhD student for research travel. It gives us an 
important measure of agency to be able to do these things for our students, and it helps 
us demonstrate to our students that they are our top priority.  

 
- Working with other units across the university to establish several opportunities for LLCL-

linked students to receive paid professional training through internships. Currently, our 
department has developed two such opportunities: the LLCL Student Intern for Marketing 
and Social Media, and an in lingua writing tutor (for Spanish, Italian, and English) trained 
by and housed in the University Center for Excellence in Writing. This spring (2019) we 
will be establishing a third position: an undergraduate Writing Enhanced Curriculum 
intern who will focus on French and who will be attached to the Spring 19 section of FRE 
3401 Advanced French Language and Culture II.  

 
- Our multiple IFP (common core) courses; not only do these courses provide incoming FTIC 

students with exposure to our disciplines and help us promote our majors and minors, 
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but they also give us the ability to support many more GTAs (especially in Linguistics) and 
offer robust summer schedules.  

 
Notable opportunities for our department include:  
 

- The opportunity to develop an Advisory Board for the department—to help us connect 
with potential donors, enrich our students’ professional connections and world 
perspectives, and serve as advocate for our disciplines more broadly. 
 

- The opportunity to promote our Spanish programs—and Caribbean and Latin American 
Studies—through FAU’s new designation as Hispanic-Serving Institution 

 
- The opportunity to use our new hire in Latin American Literature and Culture (at the 

associate or full level) to reanimate the Caribbean and Latin American Studies program 
(which currently is only an undergraduate certificate), and perhaps even turn it into a 
larger and more dynamic center that would serve as another interdisciplinary research 
hub for the entire College, in collaboration with “The Americas” project.  

 
- The opportunity for faculty to apply for grants open only to faculty at Hispanic-Serving 

Institutions. 
 
 
 
H.  Weaknesses and threats that impede program progress.   
 

The most significant weaknesses that we face relate to ongoing uncertainty in higher education in the 
state of Florida. Although all units have been affected by the changes that have come about, our 
department has faced particularly serious challenges as a direct result of the administrative mandates 
developed in response to statewide funding metrics implemented by the Florida legislature in 2014.These 
mandates, coupled with the stringent enforcement of federal financial aid rules regarding plans of study, 
effectively limit students’ ability to minor, double-major, change majors, or even attend a summer study 
abroad program. Our department’s majors have historically been double-majors, transfer students, 
and/or students switching to a new major (often from a STEM-related one). Now, most students are 
required to choose a major before they have ever experienced a college language class. In some cases, 
students are actively advised to wait until their last year of college (if at all) to take a language course. All 
too often, we see students who have been told that they found their love of language “too late” to be 
able to study it in college, or who were asked by their advisor what good it would do to study a language. 
All too often, we see students who have been told they can’t afford the curricular “luxury” of a study 
abroad program. As we have often pointed out, these are existential threats, and faculty morale is 
considerably lowered. Faculty are discouraged by having to console students who have just been told they 
cannot attend the study abroad program they had been hoping to go on, or who have been told they 
cannot take the next semester of the language they love. However, faculty are even more discouraged by 
the official policies through which students are sometimes forcibly graduated (even without applying for 
graduation) with a BGS (Bachelor of General Studies) degree, and without the degree they were planning 
on earning.  

 

One of the other results of “metrics-based” strategizing and planning at the university level is the overt 
privileging of “everything STEM” at the expense of much else—but especially, of course, the humanities. 
A handful of years ago, during a moment of acute budget crisis (wrought by FAU’s low standing in the 
statewide metrics battle for that year), our particular college did not receive any university funding for 
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faculty research travel. (Travel funding was, however, provided to at least some other colleges—
presumably because their research was more closely tied to state metrics.) It was not primarily the lack 
of university funds for research travel that was so demoralizing—it was the fact that the university did not 
adjust its expectations for faculty research productivity for our college accordingly, and also the fact that 
some elements of the university at that moment did not understand what our college does to be ‘real’ 
research. LLCL faculty members in Linguistics were particularly demoralized. We have one Linguistics 
faculty member who teaches a course offered in the Department of Psychology and regularly publishes in 
journals such as Laboratory Phonology and Journal of Cognitive Neuroscience – he is as much a STEM 
researcher as faculty in Psychology – and yet his research was not receiving any university funding for that 
year, simply by virtue of the college he was in. We must mention, though, that it seems that under FAU’s 
current leadership there is a concerted effort to expand the definition of “research” beyond simple labels 
(such as which college one is in) so that it is more authentic, more productive—and ultimately, more 
indicative of what FAU faculty really do.  

 

Another weakness we face is low faculty salaries—salary compression and inversion are common 
features. There are Associate Professors who have been in rank for close to 15 years who are barely 
making more than our most junior assistant professor. This is also very hard on faculty morale. We hope 
that the recent ratification of the new iteration of the Collective Bargaining Agreement will help raise 
faculty morale through the plan it offers for faculty raises.  

 

As a department, we also face several immediate threats.  

 

The first immediate threat relates again to budget matters: Our graduate stipends are so low that we have 
difficulty recruiting and retaining some students for our MA programs. The students we have particular 
difficulty recruiting are those who would be coming from out of state or out of the country to attend 
graduate school. In the fall of 2017, we lost four excellent potential students because they could not afford 
to attend our program, even with an additional Provost’s Fellowship. One of the prospective students was 
a Fulbright scholar from Vietnam, yet we couldn’t offer her enough compensation under the terms of the 
Fulbright accord. Our LLCL MA stipends are $8,500 for the academic year, with full tuition remission but 
with students still responsible for paying all corresponding fees (which is several thousand dollars per year 
for out-of-state students). There is no health insurance coverage offered for GTAs. We regularly find 
ourselves in the position of having international students accept our offer of graduate study with GTAship, 
only to find out that they will not be able to attend graduate school at FAU because they cannot 
demonstrate sufficient funding to qualify for a visa to enter the United States as a student enrolled in an 
official program of study.  

 

The other immediate threat is the potential effect of our current metrics-driven policies on the future of 
the Foreign Language Exit (FLEX) requirement. If the FLEX requirement were to weaken any further, it 
would jeopardize graduate productivity in our department. We are able to offer as many as 24 MA 
GTAships per year (as we are currently doing), but this is only because we are able to offer so many 
sections of basic language courses. Fewer language sections would mean fewer GTAships, and fewer 
GTAships would mean fewer students able to attend graduate school. Furthermore, fewer MA students 
in our programs would translate directly to fewer students in the college’s PhD program, since our MA 
program is one of two key feeders at FAU for the PhD. The effects of this domino chain could be 
catastrophic for the entire university, since the LLCL graduate program is the second largest in the college, 
and the institution counts on our graduate degree productivity for succeeding on key metrics. 

  

 
I.  Resource analysis 
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Sufficiency of resources to meet program goals 
 
Although we have enough faculty members to meet our core curricular needs, we are stretched thin when 
it comes to most service areas. This seems to be primarily due to the multidisciplinary nature of our 
department and the disciplinary (and/or linguistic specificity) that accompanies many of our regular 
service tasks. There is no one group of faculty who can effectively oversee the specific in lingua 
undergraduate curriculum in all of our major tracks; that task can only be done by unique groups of 
faculty. We therefore have multiple curricular groups working on various projects at any given time. The 
same holds true for most other functions in our department: when a student comes in needing a course 
referral or a language proficiency evaluation, it must be done by a faculty member within a particular 
section—and this action is repeated many times over, with different faculty members needing to provide 
different types of service on a steady basis. By contrast, in other departments (such as English), one single 
faculty member can effectively serve as the primary service provider for a particular task for the entire 
department.  
 
In LLCL, most faculty members continue to report being overwhelmed with work (something mentioned 
during the last program review). And the pace of this has increased considerably in the past few years, as 
our university must become more and more metrics-driven and data-focused. Faculty are also dismayed 
at the proliferation of new databases, interfaces, and programs—just as they have gotten familiar with 
one, another comes along. The latest major change to technology resources at FAU was a change in the 
program used to generate the online schedule of classes. The old version of the schedule was easy to 
access and easy to read; it provided all essential information at your fingertips. The new version of the 
online schedule is very difficult to read, and does not allow you to clearly see all courses offered in a 
department. Faculty members are concerned because the change was made without input from those 
who use the calendar the most intensively: faculty and students. Faculty report that this seems to reflect 
FAU’s increasing data-gathering requirements along with continual shifts (not always for the better) in the 
databases and interfaces that must be used to enter or gather the data. 
 
Finally, faculty also report feeling overburdened by the ever-increasing demands for them to have a 
presence at university or college recruiting events. Normally this would be a service role that faculty would 
be quite willing to perform; however, in recent years, events planned for our college have not provided 
benefits that come anywhere close to equaling the energy expended. This may be because each 
recruitment event’s parameters are typically spelled out by other units of the university instead of by 
those who will be staffing the event; we are told what sort of presence we should have, what sort of 
activities or experiences we should provide, and the like. Faculty put considerable energy into each event, 
and yet our college often receives disappointingly small numbers of visitors. As a result, many faculty will 
no longer attend such events (which are usually held on Saturday mornings) because they have had 
disappointing experiences in the past, and they know it will not be a good return on their time investment. 
FAU is a wonderful university with wonderful faculty that provide incredible resources for their students, 
and it is a shame to see faculty become discouraged because of repeated contextual mismatch. 
 
J.  Future Direction.   
 
Anticipated changes 
 
As we look to the immediate future, we see several areas where change should be implemented: 

(1) The administrative support structure of LLCL needs revision in order to better reflect the 
changing administrative needs of the department. We are now seeing the focus on metrics 
devolving down to the level of colleges and even individual departments.  

(a) Our unit needs to be able to more effectively address the institutional demand for 
lengthier, more involved, and more frequent administrative reports (based on 
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significant data collection and analysis). 
(b) Our unit also needs to be able to provide more intensive mentoring and advising of 

students. We cannot afford to have students continue to receive their only sustained 
major advising from college or university advisors.  

 
(2) The LLCL curriculum needs to be able to anticipate what our response will be to an 

environment in which the university is not able to degrees and/or degree tracks that will allow 
us to continue doing “more with less”—offering in lingua one-credit “compacts” attached to 
a three-credit course taught in English, for instance; this way, we can accommodate students 
across tracks and also from different departments.  
 

(3) LLCL would benefit from having an understanding with the upper administration that it will 
do all that it can to keep the language requirement at least as strong as it currently is, across 
all degree programs that currently require it. We would of course like to see the requirement 
strengthened, but at the very least, it should not be weakened. 

 
Questions for the review team to consider:  
 

1. Are there other curricular strategies for the BA that could help us negotiate between meeting 
“minimum enrollment” targets set by the administration on the one hand, and on the other, 
maintaining our departmental mission to continue providing students with a rigorous education 
that includes as many meaningful opportunities for in lingua coursework as possible? 
 

2. Are there any particularly innovative/creative baccalaureate curricular programs combining 
literary/cultural studies and linguistics that we might look to as sources of inspiration?  

 
3. What strategies or actions might help us become better institutional advocates for enhanced 

funding and graduate support?  
 

4. Have you seen administratative support configurations in other departments that we might 
consider as potential models?  

 
5. Are there specific case studies you can point us to where a department was able to effectively 

advocate either for a stronger university-wide language requirement or for more sustained 
institutional engagement with the many disciplines linked to “language study” (including 
literature, culture, and linguistics)? 

 
  
 
 
 
 

 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































